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"A structure that does not follow the simplest and most 

efficient schemes or a construction detail that does not 

consider the specific characteristics of the material with 

which it is built will only with great difficulty achieve good 

aesthetic expression" (Nervi ii). Since buildings are 

constructed of chosen materials the form should be one that 

is true to the material thus, the focus of this thesis. With 

over one million materials available to architects today 

masonry has been chosen as the material for expression. 

The vehicle for this thesis is a child development 

center for the employees of Texas Instrument of Lubbock, 

Texas. 

The facility shall serve the employees of Texas 

Instruments located at the intersection of North Loop 289 

and University Avenue. The facility shall provide care for 

100 children ranging from birth to 5yrs of age. The facility 

shall comprise of 6,527 square feet of indoor space and 

13,880 square feet of outdoor space for a total of 20,407 

square feet (Approx.) The facility shall serve all employees 

t 

Abstract 

and shall be in operation for the hours of 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

The facility shall provide such amenities as early education, 

an infirmary for ill children, space for nursing mothers and 

areas for physical activities. 

Key Issues 

• Proper use of materials 

• Expressive use of masonry 

• Convenient access for TI employees 

• Controlling of climatic elements such as wind 

• Expression of Technology 

• Positive Image that is compatible with TI 

• Functionality for children as well as adults 

• Positive relationship between indoor and outdoor space 
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Thesis Statement 

• New technologies playa crucial role in the development 

of new material 

• Technology and Material alone have a distinct 

characteristics 

• Therefore, the building should convey without violation 

the true character of the material thus, the building form, 

image and proportions should be one that is true to the 

material. 
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"A structure that does not follow the simplest and 

most efficient schemes or a construction detail that does not 

consider the specific characteristics of the material with 

which it is built will only with great difficulty achieve good 

aesthetic expression" (Nervi ii). This poses a great 

challenge for contemporary designers when considering 

that "Forty-five years ago, architects in advanced countries 

could count on choosing from approximately 100 building 

materials: now these architects have to choose from over 1 

million available materials" (Antoniades). The availability of 

these new materials is mostly the result of new technology. 

So now architects not only deal with technology for the 

"Smart Building" architects also deal with technology in the 

materials they use. So now the combination of materials, 

technology, function, aesthetics and art must be addressed 

to achieve a complete piece of architecture. As stated by 

Pier Luigi Nervi "Rather than technology as ~ ... e!l as art, 

architecture is and must be a synthesis of technology and 

art. /I 

Thesis Synthesis 

"Two broad categories of materials have 

consequences for the general issues of architecture: (1) 

those that may affect the structural system and the 

functional organization, and (2) those that may affect the 

micro scale of architecture, the exterior and interior textures, 

the finishing and trimming details" (Antoniades). Those 

architects which may be considered as successful in these 

areas are Frank Lloyd Wright, Faye Jones and Louis 

Kahn's. In a description of Kahn's Kimbell Art museum in 

Dallas Antoniades states that "A survey of the numerous 

studies of the building demonstrate a care for "fit" that can 

only be compared to the perfection of the classics, especially 

the Greek classics. Kahn put the use of tools and machines 

to the ultimate architectonic end; with them he produced 

buildings that were composites of arts working in total 

harmony among themselves and with the whole. There is 

no Kahn building that does not give evidence of his genius 

in the use of materials. He has achieved perfection in 

buildings with all sorts of budgetary constraints, from the 

Thesis Synthesis - 2 



modest to the monumental. His Trenton bathhouse is the 

best example of the low-budget project, while various 

museums and the capital complex of Bangladesh in Dacca 

covert the last categories. The subtlety of the curves of his 

arches, the articulation of the ends of his concrete lintels, 

the perfect use of brick, rightfully elevates him to the levels 

of Doric and (for those who may prefer it) Roman divinity." 

Materials are the medium of architects. Looking at 

the practice of sculpting and painting each artist must 

choose his or her medium prior to the starting of their work. 

This should also be true in the practice of architecture. In 

architecture materials not only function as the finish or 

texture it may also double as the structural system. Once 

the selection of materials has been made the architect must 

remain loyal to the properties of that material. For example, 

when using clay brick which has a very low tensile strength, 

large spans which are achieved by using a hidden steel lintel 

is an example of a violation of the material. Also, in the 

use of modular masonry the curvilinear forms may seem to 

_. --
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be a direct violation of the material. However, as brick is a 

small modular unit it is more desirable for use in curvilinear 

forms than wood or steel. Not only is modular masonry 

units compatible with irregular forms, masonry units gain 

structural strength with these forms. The above mentioned 

is an appropriate explanation of proper material usage. 

Figure 6-4 The stone lintels express the low 

bending strength of masonry in their short spans 

and relative large depth (upper Iinteisi. The long 

vertical dimension of the wlndo,'Js l'mphasllC:; the 

shortness of the Iintclo; -In,; thert''''''' their expres· 
slon of IIIlllted ~trt>,..(;th. 
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"When Frank Lloyd Wright was young, his mother 

gave him a set of building blocks. Later in life, he still 

remembered the experiences he had using them and implied 

that they had been helpful in his architecture" (Trogler, 

Pickens). 

Blocks as they are can be used to construct tall 

buildings, sports cars, houses or any thing that a child's 

imaginations can come up with. Through the use and 

understanding of blocks children achieve an understanding 

of form, mass, weight, texture, space, 3-D objects and 

volumes. This can serve as a crucial beginning of a child's 

understanding of architecture. Therefore, a child's facility 

that is built of blocks such as masonry units should be true 

to the material for easy understanding by the children. 

"The opportunities for these experiences are 

provided in the classroom by making available samples of 

architectural materials and outside the classroom by taking 

the children on exploratory trips (the facility). Seeing and 

relating real examples of architectural materials in the 

, -
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community outside the classroom helps children to develop 

a total perception" (Trogler, Pickens). 
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"Aesthetics and Technology in Building" 
Pier Luigi Nervi 

• Pg. 1 It is evident that the twofold essence of the 

architectural phenomenon-constituted as it is by a physical 

structure obeying objective requirements and an aesthetic 

aspect directed toward producing an emotion of a subjective 

nature-places architecture in a field completely apart from 

the other arts. For in no other art are the limits imposed by 

the technical means through which the art is achieved so 

determining. In this respect it is enough to observed that 

the words one uses in and architectural discussion related to 

static, technological, functional, economic factors. 

Architecture is to a large extent dominated by laws 

independent of the designer's personality and so extremely 

complex that some of them are sufficient to form an entire 

university program. 

• Pg. 6 . . . independent of these technical considerations 

there remains the phenomenon that upon entering a Gothic 

cathedral we are seized by and emotion rarely inspired by 

" t 
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other great works of architecture. How would it be 

possible to attribute the union of these two so very different 

perfections-that of building technology and that of 

architectural beauty 

• Pg. 6 . . . not indisputable that the work which we admire 

could not have existed had it not been for the beauty of the 

materials, the grandeur of the dimensions, the technical 

clarity of the whole and of the details 

Fill:. ~. Srhelllt' of a GOlhic calhnJral. 11 ... 
(;o,hi,- I.II,il<l ...... w("re 'hr ..,al li.lTrulln ..... of 
moorfll lechnol0lO'. dinllna,inll: Ih~ hra\'Y 
ma,<M .. f masonry 11 .... 1 by Ihe It .. mans and n" 
pl ..... 1I1I( Ihem wi,,, 'hr NJllilihnllm of foru.,. 
crcalr.! hy Ihr ",,,., play of ,hru..' a,," rOUIlIt'r
,hnt.., .. r .k",Io-r rib •. 
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"BUILDING MATERIALS IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES" 

RJ.S. Spence and D.J. Cook 

• Pg. 91 Clay brick is a very important building material in 

many developing countries; raw materials are very widely 

found, processing is easy and requires little equipment, and 

well-constructed brickwork is durable even in severe 

climates. There are, however, growing problems of fuel 

availability in some areas, and sometimes conflicts with the 

agricultural use of the land need for clay pits. 

• Pg. 65 It is not known precisely where and when burnt

clay bricks were first used. The earliest known bricks are 

those found in archaeological excavations in the cities of 

Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa in the Indus Valley, in present 

day Pakistan, which flourished between 2500 and 1500 B.C. 

At roughly the same period, bricks were also used in the 

Sumerian cities on the Tigris and Euphrates rivers in present 

day Iraq. These bricks were flat on one side, convex on the 

other measuring approximately 250 x ISO x 500 mm. 

t 
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• Pg. 78 To use brickwork as the mam load-bearing 

walling material, strength, appearance and protection of the 

surface must all be considered. The strength of a wall of 

brickwork depends on both the strength of the individual 

bricks and also the shape (height, width, length and 

curvature) of the wall. The strength also depends to a much 

smaller extent on the strength of the mortar, but no 

significant advantage is gained by using mortars stronger 

than the bricks. 

• Pg. 91 Important properties of bricks include SIze, 

strength, water absorption, soluble salt content, thermal and 

moisture movement, and resistance to fire, frost and 

chemical attack. Appropriate tests and limits for these 

properties are specified. 

The use of brickwork as a walling material reqUIres 

consideration of bonding, and careful design of the \\ all to 

obtain adequate strength: and protection from dampness by 

damp-proof courses and detailing at eaves and around 

openmgs. 

Thesis Synthesis - 6 



"CONCRETE AND MASONRY" 
TECHNIQUES and DESIGN 

RJ. De Cristoforo 

• Pg. 87 Face brick is probably the highest-quality product. 

Rigid manufacturing standards assure that texture and color 

will be uniformed that each unit will be nearly perfect. It 

will be difficult to find such defects as flaking, chipping, 

cracking, and warpage. 

Common brick (often called building brick) is as 

strong as face brick but standards permit more imperfection. 

F or one thing, the texture and the color will not be as 

carefully controlled. 

Fire brick is also a very high quality product that is 

made from special clays. This brick is excellent for 

fireplaces because it holds up regardless of tremendous heat. 

• Pg. 99 Strong masonry that is durable and will resist rain 

penetration is the result of good design, good materials, and 

dedicated workmanship. Design, in this area, refers more to 

how the individual bricks are assembled for a particular job 

h 
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than it does appearance. Appearance, of course, is affected 

by workmanship, since even in the most common of 

assemblies, careless attention to uniformity of joints, 

levelness of courses, and the like, makes for obvious errors 

The design of masonry project includes the 

interlocking relationship between bricks and between 

courses of brick. This" structural bond," plus full mortar 

joints, should result in the total assembly of many small 

units as a single, strong structure. Any brick assembly, and 

this must include the mortar joints, produces a pattern. 

• Pg. 85 Brick can be very formal, rustic, or dramatic. It 

may be used strictly for utility purposes or for decorative 

touches. It all depends on the type of brick, its size, its 

color, the method of assembly, and the design of the joints . 

• Pg. 89 Bricks that are designed for modular assembly 

work out in multiples of 4-in. These dimensions make 

provisions for joints that occur on ends, surfaces, and backs. 

Thesis Synthesis - 7 



The width of two bricks matches the length of one, and joint 

thickness is considered so that the overall assembly will 

work out in uniform fashion. Monocular bricks don't work 

out the same way; it is often necessary to use a partial brick 

to attain uniformity with a mating course or to conform with 

a joint pattern. 

• d 
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"CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOR ARCHITECTS & 
DESIGNERS" 

Terry L. Patterson 

• Pg. 72 Masonry includes clay brick, clay tile, concrete 

block, concrete brick, and stone. This group is unique 

among the structural materials in that individual units are 

small, compact, and have relatively low tensile strength. 

Although some characteristics are shared with other 

materials, the combination of masonry properties gives it 

potential for a clear identity in architecture. 

• Pg. 76 The name "concrete block" reflects the blocklike 

shape of these units. The most common form has ratios of 

2 to 1 (length to depth) and 1 to 1 depth to height. 

Concrete bricks may have ratios up to 4 to 1. Slight 

variations to the typically rectangular profiles of block occur 

in secondary forms. 

• Pg. 77 Clay and concrete masonry are available in hollow 

or solid units. Stone units are solid. Since a typical 

L 
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installation does not reveal the open cores, the visual 

impression is one of solidness. Masonry is commonly 

understood by the public to be heavy. The blocklike and 

solid appearance of masonry combined with its reputation of 

great weight give it and Image of massiveness. 

5 n • 
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Figure 5 - 1 5 The InSide cut that produced the 

L shaped unit violates the nature of masonry. The 

delicate unit. half of which supports the lintel. IS 

sublect to dlfff'r"ntial loading and periodiC irnpilC: 

Its breakage Into two more compJct pieces is IIf' I,. 

\ 
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• Pg. 78 ... use of steel reinforcing gives masonry the 

apparent structural properties of steel. Although this 

condition is common and useful, reinforced masonry must 

be considered as a material separate from pure masonry. 

Metal ties, wire joint reinforcing, and bond beam steel dilute 

the expression of masonry strength. They allow walls to be 

less massive and have fewer pilasters. Walls with these steel 

components are not considered to be reinforced masonry, 

however. Steel accessories and bond beams are an integral 

part of contemporary masonry construction, which is not 

pure but is as pure as is feasible. Steel in lintels is 

considered to be reinforced masonry for purposes of this 

study and is excluded from "pure" masonry. 

• Pg. 79 masonnes are, with some exceptions, 

compatible with the chemicals in the earth. Burned clay and 

concrete are relatively close to their raw states as mined 

from the earth and therefore do not have a strong tendency 

to return to them through chemical change. 

.4 b 

... .;.. 
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• Pg. 83 Geometry can be used instead of mass to stabilize 

a thin masonry construction. Buttresses, for example, can 

transfer lateral loads to the ground through compression, 

thus allowing a wall to be relatively thin without developing 

tension from leaning. The buttresses are the characteristic 

that expresses masonry's low tensile strength. 

' ... -.--
Figure 6-1 The significant Visual presence of the buttresses expresses the 
masonry's weakness in tension. They prevent tenSion from occurrong when the 
wind blows on the opposite side of the walls Ithe prevailing direction). 

Thesis Synthesis - 10 
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• Pg. 84 Curved walls are compatible with the small size of 

masonry units. A unit is easily set at a slight angle to and 

adjacent one. Repetition of this misalignment will form 

apparent curve. Small units can form curves of smaller radii 

than can large units. Masonry is therefore more compatible 

than wood or steel with curved structures. Without 

working, curved walls made from the linear materials would 

have radii too large to be useful. Curved walls can express 

both the strength and form properties of masonry. 

• Pg. 95 ... straight flush surface is the standard 

configuration for a masonry wall. It is compatible with the 

straight faces of standard units. While significant skill is 

required to align the small units to make large straight 

surfaces, it is commonly available among masons. The 

standard surface is too common to draw significant 

attention to the properties of masonry. Detailing can alter 

the standard system to be less or more expressive of the 

nature of the material. 

Thesis Synthesis 

Figure 6-2 The geometry of the serpentine wall 
expresses masonry's inability to resist significant 
tension. Its effectiveness in preventing the wall 
from leaning from lateral load is expressed in the 
thinness of the wall. 

Thesis Synthesis - 11 



• Pg. 112 Listed below are the major characteristics 

considered to express the nature of Masonry. 

1. Blocklike characteristics in the building image 

" Characteristics of the building image derived 

from the opportunities in form afforded by 

relatively small building units 

3. Contribution to the building image by form 

characteristics of secondary products (if any) 

4. Medium level of refinement in the building image 

5. Clarity of masonry's nearly complete limitation to 

compression resistance in the span systems 

contributing to the building image 

6. Extensive demonstration of compressive strength 

in walls and columns 

7. Demonstration of masonry's nearly complete 

limitation to compression resistance in the span 

systems contributing to the building image 

8. Absence of the sense that cut or broken masonry 

contributes to the building image 

< tJiN. 
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A building need not demonstrate all the compatible 

characteristics to be expressive of the nature of masonry. 

The number required varies with the intensity of each 

expression and the magnitude of expressions that oppose 

the nature of masonry. 

Thesis S~nthesis - 1 ~ 
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"Poetics of Architecture, Theory of Design" 
Anthony C. Antoniades 

• Pg. 211 Materials and their use express the character, the 

attitude toward eternity, and the love of nature, other 

people, and the "good". Through the use and the choice of 

materials, you can tell a lot about the discipline, the 

patience, the wisdom, the whole range of the values of the 

creator. 

An artisan who cares will know and do well with 

whatever materials he or she may use; an ignorant one will 

make a mess no matter how good the materials are. 

Use of appropriate materials will make the difference 

between a real building and a "set design." Materials have 

not only dimensions and thickness, but strength and 

"sound." 

• Pg. 213 .,. technology and materials may therefore 

become the common denominator on the basis of which we 

can make comparisons, differentiate, or draw universal 

conclusions with regard to architecture beyond the generic 

.~- .-,-.~-=--
-- .-
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qualities of space, and the broad Issues of structure and 

rhythm. 

• Pg. 228 ... the dimensions of bricks and concrete blocks. 

could prove to be great handicaps in the discipline and the 

freedom of design. Thus, before one refers to the great 

masters on materials, one should learn the dimensions of a 

brick and of a concrete block. And incidentally, Charles 

Moore, that prolific, exuberant, and ironically so 

unsuccessful architect in the use of materials, once said to 

me: "The first thing I want my students to know is the 

dimensions of a brick." Isn't it worthwhile to try to make a 

simple cabin of 5 x 5 meters out of simple bricks and 

concrete lintels and make it right? 

• Pg. 230 The Modem and Postmodern movements differ 

with regard to the criterion of materials as "day" and 

"night," the Postmodern being total failure in this regard. 

(an example of the above can be summed up from a line out 

Thesis Synthesis - 13 
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of the short film "Playtime" when one actor stated that " it 

feels like wood, looks like wood but its not") 

/ 
--' -
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"Beginning Experiences In Architecture" 
Trogler and Pickens 

• Pg. 25 When Frank Lloyd Wright was young, his mother 

gave him a set of building blocks. Later in life, he still 

remembered the experiences he had using them and implied 

that they had been helpful in his architecture. 

Using blocks to develop manipulatory skills is 

important in early childhood education. Try giving your 

students building blocks with the direction, "Build the tallest 

building you can," and watch what happens. I find blocks 

are a natural beginning and should be in every classroom. 

Too often blocks are seen in the kindergarten and then 

forgotten. 

Elementary school children enjoy using blocks with 

little if any direction from the teacher. They will see how 

many ways they can find to construct tall buildings. They 

can be directed to see how high they can build structures 

using the least number of blocks and to consider the open 

spaces created by their structures to see if the spaces form 

patterns as interesting as the three-dimensional volumes. 

~ ... : 
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Besides regular wooden blocks, giant foam blocks are also 

available. If they fall down, towering structures of foam 

will crash quietly without disturbing the rest of the class. 

Scraps of wood from lumberyards and from buildings under 

construction make suitable building blocks if the pieces are 

clean and smooth. They need not be painted, as children 

can visualize color schemes in their imaginations. Materials 

get children involved in learning because they are able to 

make discoveries for themselves. Building blocks are only 

one beginning. There are additional manipulatory devices 

which stack or slot and fit together. Their educational 

validity should not be overlooked just because they also , 

function as playthings which children enjoy using. Some of 

these devices are listed under Supplementary Materials and 

should be used as budgets allow . 

• Pg. 34 The students should know the characteristics of 

the architectural materials used in structures as well as he 

characteristics of the model-making materials they use. The 

best way to accomplish this is to allow the students to 

Thesis Synthesis 
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actually experience the weight and texture of materials like 

brick, stone, and wood (and, if possible, the modem 

synthetic materials like foamed plastics, which are strong 

but lightweight). If children run their fingers over the 

surfaces of these materials they can experience qualities of 

hardness, roughness, coldness, and warmth. As they 

investigate more fully by handling these materials in the 

classroom, they can get some idea of size, shape, and 

weight. They can be asked to look outside the classroom 

for buildings of similar materials. By looking at rooftops, 

walls, and other details, children can become aware of 

additional characteristics in these materials. Walls of brick 

might reveal varied stacking and grouping possibilities. An 

arrangement of wooden shingles might be seen as a visual 

pattern stressing rhythm. The surfaces of stones may be 

seen differently as they are cut and polished. 

These visual and tactile perceptions are part of a 

learning process in which one discovery leads to another. 

Perceptions evolve and change as discoveries are made and 

L 
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new information is added. Because they are constantly in 

the process of adding new information and therefore 

changing former perceptions, visual and tactile perceptions 

can be considered "in-process perceptions." If creative 

learning and discovery are to occur, these kinesthetic and 

sensitizing experiences of handling and observation are 

essential. 

The opportunities for these experiences are provided 

In the classroom by making available samples of 

architectural materials and outside the classroom by taking 

the children on exploratory trips. Seeing and relating real 

examples of architectural materials In the community 

outside the classroom helps children to develop a total 

perception. 

(~,.-~~,~-~-----------
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"CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOR ARCHITECTS & 
DESIGNERS" 

Terry L. Patterson Pg. 124-125 

.Morris Gift Shop 

.San Francisco, California; Frank Lloyd Wright 1948 

The entry facade, the only element visible to the public, 

expresses the form characteristics of brick (Fig. 7-17). An 

example of brick expressed in all three dimensions (rare in 

space-enclosing walls) occurs in the vertical strip near the 

entry (Fig. 7-18). The detail covers a lighting alcove and 

has unglazed voids to emit light. Every other brick is 

omitted, which exposes the full depth of the remaining units. 

The expression is strengthened by the units setting forward 

of an adjacent wall surface. Consequently, a significant 

portion of one end of each unit is exposed to view. 

Four arched courses are corbeled at the entry, which 

expresses a sense of thickness in the units (Fig. 7-19). The 

top arched course projects from the surrounding wall to 

contribute further to the sense of a third dimension. The 

arched courses at the face of the entry express the 

/ 
J 
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Figure 7 - 1 7 Morris Gilt Shop. The Importance of 
the brick detailing near the entry IS magnified by 
the SimpliCity of the facade. 

______ ----~g_W.l~~ 
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Figure 7 - 18 Morris Gilt Shop. The form of the 

brick has the maximum exposure possible at the 
hghtl~g alcove because of its three·dlmensional ex. 
presSion .and the light that increases visibility. 
VISibility IS further increased by its location near 
the entry. 
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compressive nature of masonry. Their credibility is 

supported by adequate mass on either side to resist thrust. 

The vault behind the arches, however, violates the structural 

nature of masonry. 

The entry vault is half brick and half glazing (Fig. 7-

20). The glazing and its mullions are too delicate to resist 

the compressive forces transmitted by the masonry half 

The expression is therefore one of tension rather than one of 

compression. The masonry half seems to hang from above, 

thereby transmitting no force to the curved glazing. The 

expression does not appear to violate for shock value. It 

reads as a serious detail and is therefore a significant 

violation. 

The durability level of masonry systems is both 

violated and supported. The top of the brick facade has a 

protective cap, as does the top of a wythe a few feet lower. 

The bricks at the lighting alcove catch water. The projected 

arched course drains water but in the wrong direction. The 

cutting of brick is not excessive, so the workability of 

------- -:- ~---

Thesis Case Study 

Figure 7 - 1 9 Morris Gift Shop. The third dimen
sion of the brick is partially revealed in the corbel
ing of the arch at the entry. 

Thesis Case Study - 3 
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Thesis Case Study 

masonry is not violated. 

The effect of the structural violation on the street 

elevation is nil, as it is not apparent when the entire facade 

is viewed. For this reason the building is judged to express 

the nature of its material. If the structural violation was 

more visible, the opposite conclusion would be drawn. 

Thesis Case Study - 4 
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"CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOR ARCHITECTS & I. 

DESIGNERS" 
Terry L. Patterson Pg. 127-129 

• Oreon E. Scott Chapel 
• Drake University, Des Moines, Iowa~ Eero Saarinen~ 
1955 

The curved wall of the chapel expresses compression, as its 

stabilizing geometry reduces the potential for tension from 

leaning (Fig. 7-24). The compact form of the building 

contributes further to this sense. Because of the extreme 

simplicity of the building contributes further to this sense. 

Because of the extreme simplicity of the building, the 

1 

compressive image plays a major role in the visual 

statement. 

A three-dimensional surface pattern is created by 

recessed pairs of stacked headers (Fig. 7-25). The detail 

expresses a degree of thickness in the brick. It also 

emphasizes header width and unit height. The height 

expression is diluted slightly because the unit pairs are flush 

within the recesses. The expression of unit form is confused 

- -- ------.-- .-

Thesis Case Study 

Figure 7 - 24 Scarl Chapel. The geometry and compactness of the chapel gives 
a sense of stability and mass that IS compatible with masonry. Square recesses 
give a sense of thickness and contribute to the blocklike Image of masonry. 

- '---.--.-----:-::-~------1_= - ___ ~~ 1~: 
- --.1 I' 

Figure 7 -25 Scarl Chapel. The extensive cutting 
done to force the recesses into the brick pattern 
is magnified by the fact that another bond pattern 
could have eliminated the cutting. The cement 
washes on the shelves are barely visible at close 
range. 

Thesis Case Study - 5 
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slightly because the bond pattern does not recognize the 

pattern of recesses. Since there is only a limited relationship 

between the two patterns, simple but extensive cutting of 

brick was required. Every recess required cutting brick. 

Workability is violated with regard to quantity but not 

sophistication. The violation is magnified because cutting 

could have been avoided by a change in the bond pattern. 

The durability issue is addressed by the coping and 

base, which are both of adequate visual mass to contribute 

to the building image. The mortar washes at the bottom of 

each recess helps protect the joint from water penetration 

but have little visual impact. Their lack of visibility denies 

their existence and therefore denies the potential for a 

problem. The positive expression of the coping and base is 

diluted by the failure to express the protection at the 

recesses. The net result neither contributes to nor detracts 

from the expression of the building with regard to its 

material. 

~--------+~. ----------------------~------------------------------------
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The expression of form and strength supports the image of 

the material. Workability does not. Durability is split. The 

composite expression of materials favors the nature of 

masonry. 

r 

Thesis Case Study 
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"ARCHITECTURE"~ July 1992 
Marc S. Harriman Pg. 98-101 

IN 1983, THE NATIONAL CONCRETE MASONRY 

Association (NCMA) created a product research and 

development division, enlisting staff architect Jorge Pardo 

to invent new types of concrete block and expand their 

construction applications. NCMA's investigations have 

resulted in the recent completion of two buildings-a single

family house at the National Association of Homebuilders' 

(NAHB) Research Park in Upper Marlboro, Maryland 

(Architecture, June 1992, page 85), and 7,OOO-square-foot 

masonry research center and testing facility on the campus 

of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University in 

Blacksburg, Virginia. These projects mark the first full

scale use of prototype blocks resulting from the NCMA's 

research efforts, which were conducted in association with 

Virginia Tech's civil engineering department. Both 

structures serve as models for studying, testing, and 

demonstrating the design and construction potential of 

newly devised concrete masonry roof, wall, floor, and 

L 
.. ", 
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SYSTEM 
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foundation components. 

Many of the systems contained within the N AHB 

house are refinements of block form and assembly methods 

used to build Virginia Tech's research facility, the first of the 

two projects to begin construction. Designed by architect 

and Associate Professor Jack Davis (with technical 

assistance from Pardo ), the research center's most 

successful development is "biaxial" block-a conventional 

concrete masonry unit manufactured with prepunched holes 

in its sides, offering pathways for integrating wiring, 

plumbing, and flexible ductwork within the wall, even after 

it is constructed. The openings also permit the installation 

of outlets and direct mounting of wall fixtures on the 

exposed block. According to tests by the NCMA, the 

biaxial prototypes are 10 percent lighter than conventional 

CMU and do not sacrifice any of the strength of traditional 

block in wall construction. 

Masonry block for residential structures in the 

United States has traditionally been relegated to foundations 

( 

-.~. -- . .,... -.. . ....----
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due to a limited palette of shapes and finishes, and the need 

for skilled masons, which raises installation costs. 

Therefore, the systems designed for the N AHB house are 

intended to both reduce labor and offer an expanded range 

of block shapes and surfaces. For example, a concrete 

block floor system developed at Virginia Tech was modified 

for the NAHB house to eliminate the need for scaffolding 

and construction by skilled masons. Pardo redesigned the 

system's masonry floor blocks with an arched underside, 

creating a structurally stable platform that permits them to 

be laid on concrete joists without mortar. When left 

exposed from below, these arches also create a coffered 

ceiling. Thin-shell units, another system refined by NCMA 

for the house, were molded to produce reveal lines that look 

like siding when stacked. The units double as formwork by 

creating a cavity wall for an inner layer of poured concrete 

or insulation. 

To assemble blocks faster and eliminate the need for 

skilled masonry construction, the NCMA also developed 

Thesis Case Study 
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mortarless, or "dry-stack" systems, and tested flexible 

mortar substitutes such as water-based acrylic adhesives. 

F or example, Pardo and his colleagues created a rigid wall 

system by threading steel cables through sleeves within 

stacked blocks, fastening them to the top and bottom 

courses, and post-tensioning the cables with a hydraulic 

jack. 

Pardo readily acknowledges that a typical house 

would be unlikely to ever require the entire array of block 

types developed by NCMA. Some systems are likely to 

have limited applications, proving economical only as 

construction alternatives under certain conditions. For 

example, solid, interlocking blocks can be laid to create a 

continuous footing where it would otherwise be difficult to 

provide equipment for poured concrete. According to 

NCMA's research, because the suspended block floor 

eliminates the need for a crane, it is comparable in cost to 

precast floor slabs for structures less than 20,000 square 

feet. 

\ \ 
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After several years of testing and design, the NCMA is now 

equipped to distribute its engineered molds throughout the 

United States to regional block manufacturers who request 

them. The acceptance of these newly developed masonry 

systems is now dependent on the NCMA's ability to 

convInce architects of their economical and design 

possibilities. 

./ o 

SUSPlOr . ED BLOC-< FLOOR SY·":-~'.l 

1 FIELO-G~OUTED JC ·.TS 

2 INTERLOC~NG CCI,I"RESSION COFFE"l UNITS 

3 FINISH FLOORING 

4 COMPOSITE ACTIC,," CUPS 

5 PREFA61'<ICATED F:'FORCED JOISTS 
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"Aesthetics and Technology in Building" 
Pier Luigi Nervi 

This book is about "the relationship, both clear and 

hidden, between the technological and aesthetic aspects of 

building (p. i). 

In this book I used the information that described the nature 

of architecture and its relation with technology. 

"BUILDING MATERIALS IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES" 

R.J.S. Spence and DJ. Cook 

This book is about " . . . building technology about 

the range of choices which are available, and especially 

those involving the locally available materials. It is 

addressed primarily to architects and engineers, who are the 

main decision makers in building, and also to planners 

whose actions affect the choice of materials available at a 

wider level, and to the builders who have to implement the 

decisions made by architects ad engineers" (p. xv). 

In this book I used the information that described the origin 

of masonry units as well as the characteristics. I focused 

Annotated Bibliography 

primarily on chapter -l that discusses the methods of brick 

manufacturing, properties of bricks, brickwork, stone 

masonry and mortars. 

"CONCRETE AND MASONR Y" 
TECHNIQUES and DESIG\i 

R.J. De Cristoforo 

This book is about ". . broaden the viewpoint of 

the worker so he can take pride in both his contribution to a 

scheme and in his craftsmanship. It goes beyond the 

techniques of doing by suggesting and detailing 

applications. There isn't much fun in learning to drive if you 

can't go anyplace" (p. x) 

In this book I use the information that discusses the quality 

and craftsmanship of assembling masonry. Concentration 

was on chapter 10 that specifically discussed weathering, 

used brick, color and texture and chapter 12 that explains 

moisture in brick, rain protection, bricks joints and mortar. 

Annotated Bibliography - 2 
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"CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS FOR ARCHITECTS & 
DESIGNERS" 

Terry L. Patterson 

This book is about ". . . The nature of wood, 

masonry, steel, and concrete with both philosophical and 

technical reasomng. The materials are examined with 

regard to the properties of their substances and the 

characteristics of their assemblies in construction. The 

visual impact of building form and detailing the 

complements or violates the nature of the materials is 

examined. The expression of these materials in historic and 

contemporary architecture is analyzed. Conclusions are 

drawn regarding the expressIve effect of material 

applications. Checklists are provided for the analysis of 

materials expression in architecture" (p. xi). 

In this book I used the information that deals with masonry 

units. Specifically chapters 5, 6 and 7 that deal with 

properties of masonry, assemblies in masonry and masonry 

in architecture. In these chapters not only was information 

given but also built example that was most helpful. This 

ZlQ 
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book was most highly used as it is a compliment to my 

thesis. Also useful was a checklist to determine the correct 

usage of masonry units. 

"Poetics of Architecture, Theory of Design" 
Anthony C Antoniades 

This book is about " ... the theory of architecture. 

It addresses aspects of imagination and creativity in 

architectural design" (p. ix). 

In this book I used the information that was committed to 

materials. This section discussed the characteristics of 

material as well as the discipline that is required for proper 

design. 

"Beginning Experiences In Architecture" 
Trogler and Pickens 

This book is about how " . . . architecture 

experiences should playa vital role in the schools. (p. 9) 

In this book I used the material that discussed the usage of 

blocks in a child's early education. This was sought out as a 

common bond between the thesis and the facility type. 

Annotated Bibliography - 3 
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Lubbock was founded and prospered as a result of 

agricultural growth. With a strong established economIc 

base the city began to explore other economIc 

opportunities. Texas Tech University was establish in the 

Fall of 1925. Following this large educational institute 

Lubbock grew to include such entities as IBM, Reese Air 

Force Base, Banking, Health Care and Texas Instruments. 

As a result Lubbock has a diverse cultural and economic 

base that ranges from cow chips to computer chips. 

Looking at Lubbock's architectural context " 

most noteworthy structures are found in the central sections 

of the city. The outer areas consist primarily of nondescript 

housing developments ranging from the shoddy to the 

contemporary tract house. Many of the homes are quite 

decent, but nondescript nonetheless. Zones of commerce 

and industry also account for areas void of significant 

architecture. 

The central areas are, of course, older and contain 

many historic structures as well as numerous examples of 

Cultural Context 

vanous architectural styles. Structures included in the 

survey are not necessarily outstanding examples of a gin?n 

style, but they possess some unique characteristics deemed 

worthy of notation. Such minor works, perhaps 

insignificant in and of themselves, often display eclectic 

construction practices or interesting combinations of 

stylistic features. 

Series of similar works, if stylistically definable, 

were also included in the survey. The most notable example 

of anything approaching a homogenous architectural district 

appears in the 2500 and 2600 blocks of 22nd Street where 

some eleven houses were built according to strikingly 

similar but modest Tudor designs. The works are 

collectively interesting, but hardly worthy of architectural 

district designation. 

It would be difficult to define any districts in the 

City of Lubbock on a strictly architectural basis. The one 

exception to this is the original Texas Tech campus with its 

excellent Spanish Renaissance Revival buildings. Since the 

Cultural Context - :2 
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university is owned by the State of Texas, the campus is not 

subject to city jurisdiction. There are, however, areas in the 

city where architectural, historical, and landscape elements 

combine to produce unique neighborhood qualities which 

might warrant designation as design-historical districts. 

The most promising area for design-historical 

districting is the Overton Addition bounded by 4th and 19th 

Streets on the north and south, and University and Avenue 

Q on the West and east. The southern half of this area is 

particularly promising. The entire area contains 55 

"valuable" historical sites and 23 "potential" sites as 

determined by the City of Lubbock Historic Site Survey. 

Some of these number among the 20 structures comprising 

the architectural inventory." ( 14 ) 

Lubbock's growth has been base on central radii 

growth. Thus the creation of Lubbock's most dominate 

barrier Loop 289. Lubbock has now expanded beyond the 

barrier. However, the growth has been concentrated to the 

West and Southwest of the city. This is significant since 

Cultural Context 

Texas Instruments is located just North of Loop 289_ 

Lubbock has yet to grow and consume this area so there are 

no distinct architectural or cultural styles in the area. The 

Texas Instrument Plant is the same design and style roughly 

as every other TI plant in the country. The repetiti\-e design 

is used to give TI a regional identity as well as a national 

identity. 

Texas Instruments employees range from high 

school drop-outs to college graduates with degrees ranging 

from bachelors too doctoral. Geographically employees 

come from all areas of Lubbock from blight stricken East 

Lubbock to the prominent South West. T odays economy 

calls for two income families, thus an increased demand for 

child care in this country. Through daycare parents expect 

to achieve psychological and emotion comfort. This ranges 

from issues such as nursing mothers to mother being able to 

visit the children during the work day. Texas Instruments is 

a 24 hour plant that creates an issue of nightcare. However, 

since it is highly unlikely that both parents work a midnight 

Cultural Context - 3 
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shift this facility shall operate between the hours of 6 a.m. to 

6p.m. 

Potential Re.\ponse 

• Opportunity to enhance and compliment the mICro 

context of the area 

• Opportunity to explore architectural styles and form with 

limited restraints 

• Opportunity to address current Issues such as nursing 

mother that work 

• Opportunity to address the Issue of mother toddler 

interaction during the day 

• Opportunity to make available a facility that IS In 

operation during current work force hours 

a 

Cultural (~onte:\t 
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Texas Instruments is of such size that the facility and 

its employees are part of a micro environment. Texas 

Instruments employees vary in race, color, level of 

education, sex and ethnic origin. Texas Instruments 

employees 1,275 people ranging from temporary minimum 

wage jobs to the most economical promising jobs in 

Lubbock. 

With todays economy requmng many families to 

maintain two incomes, child care has become a major issue 

in this country and this city. Texas Instruments now has the 

chance to follow in the steps of such institutions as Texas 

Tech University and Methodist Hospital concerning how 

they have made day care convenient to their employees. 

This could have a positive psychological effect on those 

employees that take advantage of the service. Comfort 

could be achieved by the parent taking their children with 

them to work and knowing that their child is just across the 

way if they were to need assistance. Also, the psychological 

comfort that could be achieved by allowing a working 

+ 

Psychological Context 

mother to continue nursing a young infant. 

Potential Re.wonse 

• Opportunity to provide a facility that can be aesthetically 

pleasing and psychological comforting 

• Opportunity to provide a positive image and a child care 

system to be desired by TI plants across the country 

• Opportunity to provide TI with a staff that is at ease with 

the care situation of their children 

• Opportunity to provide psychological comfort for those 

mother that wish to continue to nursing while they work 

Psychological Context - 2 
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Texas Instruments is located just North of Loop 

289 and West of University Avenue. Adjacent entities 

include the Lubbock Lake Site, Hillcrest Country Club, 

Lubbock State School and the Yellowhouse Draw. 

There are several structures on the site but most are 

insignificant except for the plant itself. The site includes the 

Yellowhouse Draw that offers some unique characteristics 

for Lubbock, elevation change. However, the draw is 

located significantly south of the proposed site. The site 

also has some recreational areas that are located adjacent to 

the proposed site. These activities include a base ball 

diamond and a jogging track. The TI site has adequate 

access from the West bound service road and from 

University Avenue. 

The actual site is located on the Northwest comer 

of the Texas Instrument site. The site has access from the 

East that is convenient for both the front and back end 

employees of the plant. Access to the site shall be provided 

for the pickup and drop-off of children as well as access to 

Built Context 

employee and visitor to parking. Parking shall be provided 

only for facility employees and visitors. 

Potential Re.\poll.\ .. e 

• Opportunity to create a playful environment that is a part 

of Texas Instrument, yet maintains its own identity 

• Opportunity to create a facility which express technology 

• Opportunity to create a facility that is compatible with the 

environment through the use of masonry, considering the 

natural compatibility of masonry and West Texas Soils. 

Built Context - :2 
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Lubbock County is located on the South Plains of 

Texas at the cross road of Highway 87 and the new 

Interstate 27. Lubbock carries with it a strong reputation of 

being an agricultural region and rightfully so. However, 

Lubbock is also the home of an International Airport and a 

division 1 university. Both which serve the Pan Handle of 

Texas and Eastern New Mexico. 

• Climate 

The overall climate in Lubbock is characterized as 

semi-arid. Dominate characteristics of the Lubbock climate 

include High Elevation and Low Humidity. Lubbock has 

four distinguishable seasons. The Summers in Lubbock are 

relatively pleasant due to an average temperature of 79.8 

degrees in the hottest month of July and an average rainfall 

of 2.34in. Winds during the summer average 10mph and 

are from the South. The Fall season in Lubbock is plagued 

by a series of fronts from the North. With an average 

temperature of 48.5 in the month of November and an 

average rainfall of .59 inches not much is desirable. 

3 m nnw?!' 

Natural Context 

Perhaps, the dominate characteristic of the Fall season is the 

low temperatures and the presence of a \vind that averages 

12mph from the West-Southwest. Winters in Lubbock can 

be harsh with an average temperature of 38.8 degrees in the 

month of January accompanied by winds averaging 12mph 

from the Southwest. Snowfall averages 10 inches during 

this time. Spring in Lubbock is very desirable temperature 

wise with an average temperature of 60.3 degrees in March. 

However, the wind during \larch averages 15mph from the 

Southwest and can reach speeds as high as 69mph. 

• Topography 

Surface elevation is characteristic of the regIOn 

(South Plains) and therefore little to no significant elevation 

change occurs at the site. The designated site has already 

been modified during the construction of the plant. The 

actual site is located at the Northern part of the plant site 

and slopes south to the Yellowhouse Draw. 

Natural Context - 2 
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Potential Re.\ponse 

• Opportunity to take advantage of masonry with its heat 

transmission characteristics during the winter months with 

the high number of clear sunny days 

• Opportunity to take advantage of daytime temperature 

with the use of outdoor space 

• Opportunity to take advantage of the Southern winds 

during the summer months 

• Opportunity to deter wind from the Southwest during the 

winter months 

Natural Context 
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Overview 

In a facility of this type extreme care must be given 

in to provide spaces that may be overseen by the teachers 

with multiple activities occurring at once. 

Children and Staff shall share multiple spaces in this 

facility with the characteristics of the child being dominate. 

Always the child's safety, welfare, characteristics, cognitive 

level and health should be of up-most importance. It is only 

when this occurs that the center will be successful. 

Primary Activities 

I. Instruction 

a. Facilitators 

b. Comfort 

c. Assist 

d. Encourage 

e. Observe 

II. Playing 

a. Running 

Activities Analysis 

b. Crawling 

c. Swinging 

d. Sliding 

e Throwing 

f. Catching 

g. Kicking 

h. Observation 

III. Quiet Time 

a. Sleeping 

b. Reading 

c. Listening To Music 

d. Watching Films / Television 

IV. Eating 

a. Social Interaction 

b. Cleaning 

c Food Play 

Activities Analysis - 2 
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v. Administration b. Minor First Aid 

a. Program c. Toilet Usage 

b. Procedures for Operation III. Parent Education 

c. Personnel Policies 

d. Record Keeping 

VI. Health Care 

a. Treatment 

b. Administer medication 

c. Separation 

Secondary Activities 

I. Maintenance 

a. Mopping 

b. Disinfecting 

c. Grounds Keeping 

d. Disposal 

e. Laundry 

II. Toilets 

a. Hand Washing 

r=- '~ 
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a. Monitoring 

b. Teaching 

Activities Analysis - 3 
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Primary Activities 

• Instruction - Provide a variety of activities and materials; 

teachers increase the difficulty, complexity, and challenge of 

an activity as children are involved with it and as children 

develop understanding and skills.(lO, p. 5) 

• Derived Activities 

• Teaching 

• Comfort 

• Assist 

• Encourage 

• Observe 

• Participants 

• Children - Infants, Toddlers, 3-6 years-old, Large 

Groups, Small Groups, Individual 

• Staff - Instructors, Assistance 

• nWWZE'PP"5PS'S'''? 
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Primary Activitie.'i 

• Playing - The opportunity for the children to use large 

and small muscles both indoors and outdoors, from physical 

play such as running, swinging. climbing to coloring, 

painting or games. (1 0, p. 44) 

• Derived Activities 

• Running 

• Crawling 

• Swinging 

• Sliding 

• Throwing 

• Catching 

• Kicking 

• Observation 

• Participants 

• Children - Infants, Toddlers, 3-6 years-old 

• Staff - Instructors, Assistance 

Activities Analysis - 4 
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Primary Activities 

• Quiet Time - To take naps or do restful activities 

periodically throughout the day, recognizing that these 

younger children may exhaust themselves-especially when 

trying to keep up with older children in the group. (1 0, p. 

48) 

• Derived Activities 

• Sleeping 

• Reading 

• Listening To Music 

• Watching Films / Television 

• Participants 

• Children - Infants, Toddlers, 3-6 years-old 

• Staff - Instructors, Assistance 

- --- - ~~--------

Acti,ities Analysis 

Primary' Activities 

• Eating - Meals and/or snacks are planned to meet the 

child's nutritional requirements as recommended by the 

Child Care Food Program of the United States Department 

of Agriculture in proportion to the amount of time the child 

is in the program each day.(9, p. 35) 

• Derived Activities 

• Eating 

• Social Interaction 

• Cleaning 

• Food Play 

• Participants 

• Children - Infants, Toddlers, 3-6 years-old 

• Staff - Instructors, Assistance/Cooks. Administrators 

• Janitor 

• Parents 

Activities Analysis - 5 
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Primary Activities 

• Administration - The way in which a program IS 

administered will affect all the interactions within the 

program. Effective administration creates an environment 

that facilitates the provision of good quality care for 

children. Effective administration includes good 

communication among all involved persons, positive 

community relations, fiscal stability, and attention to the 

needs and working conditions of staff members.(9, p. 21) 

• Derived Activities 

• Program - Assessment, Goals, Strength and Weaknesses 

• Procedures for Operation - Hours, Fees, Illness, Holidays 

• Personnel Policies - Job Description, Compensation, 

Termination, Benefits, Hiring 

• Record Keeping - Attendance, Health, Personnel Files 

Communication - With Children, Parents 

• Participants 

• Staff - Administrators, Instructors, Receptionist 

_SHrET'" 
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Primary Activities 

• Health Care - The provision of a safe and healthy 

environment is essential. No amount of good curriculum 

planning or positive adult-child interaction can compensate 

for an environment that is dangerous for children. Good 

quality early childhood programs act to prevent illness, 

accidents and are prepared to deal with emergencies should 

they occur, also educate children concerning safe and 

healthy practices.(9, p. 28) 

• Derived Activities 

• Treatment - Cuts, Bruises, Disease, Epidemics, Illness 

• Administer - Medication (Prescribed and Over the 

Counter) 

• Separation - Quarantine, Solitaire 

• Participants 

• Staff - Nurse, Visiting Doctor,Administrators 

• Parents 

• Children 

Activities Anahsis - 6 
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Secondary Activities 

• Maintenance - The facility is cleaned daily to disinfect 

bathroom fixtures and remove trash. Infants' equipment is 

washed and disinfected at least twice a week. Toys that are 

mounted are washed daily. Soiled diapers are disposed of 

or held for laundry in closed containers inaccessible to the 

children. The cover of the changing table is either 

disinfected or disposed of after each change of a soiled 

diaper.(9, p. 32) 

• Derived Activities 

• Mopping - Dirty Rooms (Clay Room), Toilets, Cafeteria 

• Disinfecting - Toilets, Cafeteria 

• Grounds Keeping - Trash Removal, Mowing, Watering 

• Disposal - Diapers, Hazardous Material, Infirmary Eq. 

• Laundry - Bedding, Towels, Ect. 

• Participants 

• Janitor 

• Staff - Assistance 
• Professional - If contracted out 

d DR -p"EP 

Actiyities Analysis 

Secondary' Activities 

• Toilets - Toilets, drinking \\ater, and hand washing 

facilities are easily accessible to children. Soap and 

disposable towels are provided. Children wash hands after 

toileting and before meals. Hot water temperature does not 

exceed 110 deg F at outlets used by children.(9, p. 33) 

• Derived Activities 

• Hand Washing 

• Minor Fist Aid 

• Toilet Usage (Appropriate for children with disabilities.) 

• Participants 

• All who enter the facility 

Activities Analvsis - 7 
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Secondary Activities 

• Parent Education - Educating and making parents aware 

of the education and developmental processes that their 

children are undergoing. 

• Derived Activities 

• Parent Education 

• Program Observation 

• Program Explanation 

• Participants 

• Parents 

• Facilitators 

• Children 

• Administrators 
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INFANTS 
APPROPRIA TE Practice 

• The diapering sleeping, feeding, and play areas are 

separate to ensure sanitation and provide quiet restful areas. 

• The environment contains both soft (pillows, padded 

walls) and hard (rocking chair, mirrors) elements. 

• Babies find contrast in color and design interesting. So 

bright colors are used to create distinct patterns. 

• Children have their own cribs, bedding, feeding utensils, 

clothing, diapers, pacifiers, and other special comforting 

objects. 

• The area that is the focus of play changes periodically 

during the day from the floor, to strollers, to being carried, 

to rocking or swinging, and other variations to give infants 

different perspectives on people and places. Children are 

cared for both indoors and outdoors. 

• The room is cheerful and decorated at children's eye level 

with pictures of people's faces, friendly animals, and other 

objects. Pictures of children and their families are displayed. 

!, unnmnnM'p' 
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Analysis of Spaces 

INFA,YTS 
INAPPROPRIATE Practice 

• Areas are combined and are very noisy and distracting. 

• The environment is either sterile or cluttered, but lacks 

variety. 

• Rooms are sterile and bland. 

• Infants share sleeping quarters in shifts, or otherwise do 

not have their own special supplies. 

• Babies are confined to cribs, playpens, or the floor for 

long periods indoors. Time outdoors is viewed as too much 

bother, or is not done because of excuses about the 

weather. 

• Areas are dingy and dark. Decorations are at adult eye 

level and are uninteresting. No family photos are displayed. 

Analysis of Spaces - 2 
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INFANTS 
APPROPRIA TE Practice 

• A variety of music is provided for enjoyment In 

listeninglbody movement/singing. 

• Space is arranged so children can enjoy moments of quiet 

play by themselves, so they have space to roll over, and so 

they can crawl toward interesting objects. 

• Floors are covered by easy-to-clean carpet. Infants are 

barefoot whenever possible. 

Analysis of Spaces 

I:YF4.YTS 
INAPPROPRIA TE Practice 

• Music is used to distract or lull infants to sleep. Children 

hear only children's songs. 

• Space is cramped and unsafe for children who are 

learning how to move their bodies. 

• Floor coverings are dirty or hard and cold. Infants must 

wear shoes. 

Analysis of Spaces - 3 
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TODDLERS 
APPROPRIA TE Practice 

• The diapering/toileting, sleeping, feeding, and play areas 

are separate to ensure quiet restful areas. 

• The environment contains both soft (pillows, padded 

walls) and hard (rocking chair, mirrors) elements. 

• The environment contains private spaces with room for 

no more than 2 children. 

• Children have their own cribs or cots, bedding, feeding 

utensils, clothing, and other special comforting objects. 

• Children have many opportunities for active, large muscle 

play both indoors and outdoors. The environment includes 

ramps and steps that are the correct size for children to 

practice newly acquired skills. Toddlers' outdoor play space 

is separate from that of older children. Outdoor play 

equipment for toddlers includes low climbing equipment 

that they can go around, in and out of, and solitary play 

equipment requiring supervision such as swings and low 

slides. 

.J._ 
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Analysis of Spaces 

TODDLERS 
INAPPROPRIA TE Practice 

• Areas are combined and very noisy and distracting. 

• The environment is dominated by hard surfaces because 

they are easier to keep clean. 

• The environment provides no private spaces. 

• Children share sleeping quarters in shifts, or otherwise do 

not have their own special supplies. Favored objects are not 

permitted. 

• Toddlers' indoor space is cramped and unsafe for children 

who are just learning how to move their bodies and need to 

run more than walk. Toddlers share outdoor space and 

unsafe equipment designed for older children. 

Analysis of Spaces - ~ 



TODDLERS 
APPROPRIA TE Practice 

• The room is cheerful and decorated at children's eye level 

with pictures of people's faces, friendly animals, and other 

familiar objects. Pictures of children and their families are 

encouraged. 

• Climbing structures and steps are low, well-padded, and 

safe for exploration. 

d •• m. 

Analysis of Spaces 

TODDLERS 
INAPPROPRIA TE Practice 

• Areas are dingy and dark. Decorations are at adult eye 

levels, or are too syrupy and cute. No evidence exists of 

personal involvement for families. 

• No provIsIOns are made for children to climb, or 

structures are safe only for older, more mobile children. 

Analysis of Spaces - 5 



3-YEAR-OLDS 
APPROPRIA TE Practice 

• Provide plenty of space and time indoors and outdoors 

for children to explore and exercise their large muscle skills 

like running, jumping, galloping, riding a tricycle, or 

catching a ball, with adults close by to offer assistance as 

needed. 

• Provide a safe, hazard-free environment and careful 

supervision since 3-year-olds often overestimate their newly 

developed physical powers and will try activities that are 

unsafe or beyond their ability. 

----------------_.-.-.- ... --
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Analysis of Spaces 

3-YEAR-OLDS 
INAPPROPRIA TE Practice 

• Restrict children's physical activity ("No running! ") or 

provide limited space and little equipment for large muscle 

outdoor activity. Adults limit large muscle activity to a 

short outdoor recess time. 

• Adults are careless about supervision especially with 3-

year-olds who are capable of more self-monitoring and 

control of their own bodies. Adults are hindered by the 

facility to monitor multiple activities at once. 

Analysis of Spaces - 6 



4-6-YEAR-OLDS 
APPROPRIA TE Practice 

• Sturdy picture books are provided. Pictures depict a 

variety of ages and ethnic groups in a positive way. 

• Toys are available on open shelves so children can make 

their own selections. Toys can be carried and moved about 

in the environment as children choose. 

1 .'.'A"" 

Analysis of Spaces 

4-6-YEAR-OLDS 
INAPPROPRIA TE Practice 

• Books are not available because they get torn or soiled. 

Pictures are of cartoons or other stereotypes. 

• Toys are dumped in a box or kept away from children's 

reach so they are at the mercy of the adult's selection. 

Adults attempt to restrict the use of toys to certain areas, 

like housekeeping or blocks. 

Analysis of Spaces - 7 
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Requirements and Characteristics 

• Infant Room 

Typical - This room is for the infant's age 12 months and 

under. This area requires space for the infants to sleep and 

crawl. All cribs should be visible from anywhere in the 

room. 

Un iq ue - Proper electrical outlets shall be provided for the 

use of fetal monitors for infants that are at high risk of such 

things as SID S. 

• Toddler Classroom 

Typical - These rooms are where children at the age of 12 

to 24 months old will gather for daily activities. The room 

shall be hazard free yet exciting enough to stimulate the 

child . Lofts at the windows are desirable and should be 

covered with a soft material such as carpet to allow the 

toddlers to pull or prop themselves up . The space should 

be flexible so that the instructor can change the layout 

frequently . 

• 2yr Old Classroom 
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Typical - These rooms are where children the age of 24 

months old will gather for daily activities. The room shall 

be hazard free yet exciting enough to stimulate the child. 

Lofts at the windows are also desirable and should be 

covered with a soft material such as carpet to allow the 

children to pull or prop themselves up . The space should 

be flexible so that the instructor can change the layout 

frequently . 

• 3yr Old Classroom 

Typical - These rooms are where children the age of 36 

months old will gather for daily activities. The room shall 

be hazard free yet exciting enough to stimulate the child . 

Lofts at the windows are also desirable and should be 

covered with a soft material such as carpet to allow the 

children to pull or prop themselves up . The space should 

be flexible so that the instructor can change the layout 

frequently . 

• 4yr Old Classroom 

Typical - These rooms are where children the age of 48 
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months old will gather for daily activities. The room shall 

be hazard free yet exciting enough to stimulate the child . It 

is at this age where the flexibility of the space becomes the 

stimuli in stead of pictures or colors. Therefore, the space 

should be flexible so that the instructor can change the 

layout daily. 

• 5yr Old Classroom 

Typical - These rooms are where children the age of 60 

months old will gather for daily activities. The room shall 

be hazard free yet exciting enough to stimulate the child. It 

is at this age where the flexibility of the space becomes the 

stimuli in stead of pictures or colors. Therefore, he space 

should be flexible so that the instructor can change the 

layout daily. 

• Art Rooms 

Typical - These rooms shall provide the children a space to 

perform such activities as painting, sculpting or water play. 

The space shall have the mean of being cleaned with ease. 

Unique - The floor shall slope to a drain that is located in a 
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safe location as so the young children don't play with the 

cover. A sprayable water supply shall be provided so the 

floor may be wash thoroughly after each activity. 

• Cafeteria 

Typical - Tables and chairs appropriate for young children 

as well as adults shall be provided. The floor surface shall 

be hard, stain resistant and easy to clean. A kitchenette 

shall be located adjacent to the eating area for the task of 

heating and preparing meals. 

Unique - The cafeteria may double as an art room when 

meals are not being served. Therefore, a water source that 

matches that of the art room shall be provided . 

• Computer Room 

Typical - The computer room shall have furniture 

appropriate for children and computers. The space shall be 

small as to allow for close observation of the children. 

Unique - The computer room shall be equipped with an 

uninterrupted power source as well as with a special 

computer floor as to allow hidden computer cables and 
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plugs. 

• Toilets 

Typical - Fixture shall be sized for children and be 

adaptable for children in training The room shall have a 

toilet and a sink that shall be provided for each classroom. 

The space shall be able to facilitate one child and one adult 

for training purposes. 

• Library 

Typical - The library shall have children's books that range 

from comics to short stories. The library shelving shall be at 

the appropriate height for the children. Tables and sunken 

reading areas shall be provided for group readings. 

• Administrators Office 

Typical - The space shall serve as the office for the 

administrator of the facility . Seating for visitors is desired 

to accommodate those parents viewing the facility for the 

first time. The office shall have a professional look and 

should be located away from the main activity areas. 

• Multipurpose Space 

Analysis of Spaces 
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Typical - This space shall serve many functions ranging 

from large group activities to individual activities 

Flexibility is the key to the success of this space. 

• Teacher's Offices 

Typical - Teacher's offices shall have a certain playfulness 

to them. These office's should be located near the main 

areas of activity so that the teacher may enter her office yet 

still observe the children. 

• Meeting Room 

Typical - Shall serve as a meeting place for the staff and 

should have a professional character and should be located 

away from the main activity area. 

• Infirmary 

Typical - This space serves as a place for ill children to stay 

and receive care. Surface material shall be easy to clean and 

disinfect. All children must be observable always. The 

ability to completely separate children with different 

contagious diseases is necessary. 

Unique - Must have a completely separate entrance than 
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the rest of the facility. Also, the mechanical systems 

specifically the supply and return air must be changed 

frequently and must be separate from the rest of the facility. 
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room has and eight-foot-high, flat ceiling; in contrast, the 

kindergarten has a cathedral ceiling. The general playroom 

is also full high, but this time the attic guts-are-conditioning 

and heating pipes and ducts, lights and wiring, and wooden 

structural supports-are left exposed. Each room can be 

entered from the exterior of the interior hallways, through 

the color-coded doors. The doors are mostly glass to allow 

views into rooms, as well as outdoors. The windows are 

placed lower than usual on the walls and openings are small 

so that the scale is more congenial to children than adults. 

Views out the windows are deliberately varied as much as 

possible to relieve potential boredom. Menghini describes 

the design of the redwood-sided facility as "midway 

between traditional and contemporary" 

Facility Case Study 
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Space Summary 

Space Summary 

Space Identification Number Of Users Quantity Square Feet Total 

l. Infant Room 10 260 

2. Toddler Classroom 7 2 432 

3. 2yr Old Classroom 11 1 240 

4. 3yr Old Classroom 18 2 480 

5. 4yr Old Classroom 18 2 480 

6. 5yr Old Classroom 20 2 512 

7. Art Rooms 20 2 544 

8. Cafeteria 60 1 600 

9. Computer Room 10 160 

10. Toilets All 8 240 

11. Library 60 1 564 

12. Administration 3 1 150 

13. Multipurpose 40 450 

14. Facilitator Office 2 per 5 575 

15. Meeting Room 15 1 130 

Space Summary - 2 
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Space Summary 

Space Summary 

Space Identification Number Of Users Quantity Square Feet Total 

16. Janitor Storage 2 1 75 

17. Miscellaneous Storage All 3 150 

18. Reception Area 2+ 230 

19. Infirmary 6 1 205 

20. Laundry 2 1 50 

21. Playground 100 6 8000 

22. Parking Employee, 20 20 3000 

Visitor 

23. Drop Off Covered 16 2880 

Grand Total Indoor Space 6,527 

Grand Total Outdoor Space 13,880 

Grand Total for Project 20,407 

Space Summary - 3 
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Project: Child Development Center 

Location: Lubbock, Texas: Texas Instruments 

Craig Wallace 

ESTIMATED COST - METHOD NO.1 (High Range) 

Cost Per 

SystemJComponentJItem Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft. 

Building Cost 

Indoor Space 

Outdoor Space 

Parking 

6,527.00 

13,880.00 

$79.90 * 
$19.94 * 

Total Building Cost 

Site Cost 

Site Work 

Total Site Cost 

Contingency 

Construction Loan Cost 

Land Value 

Total Project Cost 

Project Income $300 per month x 12 x 60 parents 

Estimate of Payback Period P= CII 
-_._- ~~-~. - ~-

* 

Total 

Cost 

$521,507.30 

$276,733.89 

$17,700.00 

$815,941.19 

$26,075.37 

$26,075.37 

$4-0,797.06 

$89,753.53 

N/A 

$972,567.14 

$216,000.00 

4.50 
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Project: Child Development Center 

Location: Lubbock, Texas: Texas Instruments 

Craig Wallace 

ESTIMATED COST - METHOD NO.1 (Mid Range) 

Cost Per Total 
SystemlComponentJItem 

Building Cost 

Indoor Space 

Outdoor Space 

Parking 

Total Building Cost 

Site Cost 

Site Work 

Total Site Cost 

Contingency 

Construction Loan Cost 

Land Value 

Total Project Cost 

Sq. Ft. 

6.527.00 

13,880.00 

Sq.Ft. 

$58.75 * 
$14.66 * 

* 

Project Income $300 per month x 12 x 60 parents 
---~---~ 

Estimate of Payback Period P= CII 

--~ 

""!!Dew,,,,,C' 'D 

Cost 

$383,440.59 

$203,456.20 

$17.700.00 

$604,596.80 

$19,172.03 

$19,172.03 

$30.229.84 

$66.505.65 

N/A 

S720,504.31 

$216,000.00 

3.34 

Economic Analysis 

Economic Analysis - 3 



Project: Child Development Center 

Location: Lubbock. Texas: Texas Instruments 

Craig Wallace 

ESTIMATED COST - METHOD NO.1 (Low Range) 

System/Component/Item 

Building Cost 

Indoor Space 

Outdoor Space 

Parking 

Total Building Cost 

Site Cost 

Site Work 

Total Site Cost 

--

Contingency 

Construction Loan Cost 

Land Value 

Total Project Cost 

Sq. Ft. 

6.527.00 

13.880.00 

Cost Per 

Sq. Ft. 

$46.·.J.l * 
$11.58 * 

* 

Project Income $300 per month x 12 x 60 parents 

Estimate of Payback Period P= CII 

Total 

Cost 

$302,918.07 

$ 160,730.··Hl 

$17,700.00 

S"'81,3"'8.4 7 

$15.145.90 

S15,I"'5.90 

$24.067.·n 

$52.948.33 

N/A 

S573,510.13 

S216,OOO.00 

2.66 

Economic Analysis 

Economic Analysis - 4 
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1 3/8 " 

''''::;,'' 

:a " AND 

ALSO 11/ 2 " 
ANO II::;," 

FURNISHED WITH 
REMOVABLE 
.cAROBOARD OR 
FOAM P'LASTIC 
FILLER 

OA ~4 G ... . GALV ... NIZEO STEEL USUAL . 
o A:. IL ... aLE IN 18 . 18. 20 . AND 28 

GAL. ... ,..NIZ£O STEEL AND STAINLESS 
E.L. . t:OPPER AND ZINC ALLOY 

STRAP 
HORS 

ITCHED TO 
ILUMN OR 
110M 

LD -ON ANCHOR 
AND MASONRY 

~EER ANCHORS 

TWISTED TYPE 
COLUMN 
ANCHOR 

Z-TYPE 
ANCHOR 
(MASONRY TO 
MASONRY) 

IN AND CORRUGATED 
~ES SHOWN) 

CELLANEOUS ANCHORS 

MASONRY TYPE 
CHANNEL SLOT 

WELD-ON TYPE 
CHANNEL SLOT 
(WITH ANCHOR 

~ SHOWN, 

~~ 
<p:~ 
~ 

I 
FACE TYPE 
CHANNEL SLOT 

ANCHOR CONFIGURATIONS 

CHANNEL SLOTS AND ANCHORS 

CONTIN_ 
UOUS 
SHELF" 
ANGLE 

WEEP 
HOLE 

SLOT 

REQUIRED 

~ULL ----~~~'+--~ 
HEIGHT ~rlE!I!llI!lh$HlllfII!I!l!II;~ 
SUPPORT .. 
HORSE
SHOE 
TYPE 
METAL 
SHIMS 

LATER .... L 
TIES 

NOTE 
ALTER S .... ELF ANOL£. 
SIZE AND CORRESPONDING 
W"'LL DIMENSIONS I~ 
INSULATION I e uaED 

," BOARD TYPE 
INSULATION (OPTIONAL' 
WITH 2 " CLEAR 
SPACE BETWEEN 
INSULATION ANO 
BillICK 

CAVITY WALL SHELF ANGLE 
SUPPORT 

clsa P Sanchez. Sanchez & Sanchez. Falls Church . Virginia 
z Train Olson & Youngren. Inc .• Chicago. illinoIs 

SCREW-ON ANCHOR 
(TRIANGULAR TIE 
SHOWN) 

WELD-ON ANCHOR 
ROD (TRIANGULAR 
TIE SHOWN) 

ADJUSTASLE U - SAR ANCHOR 
(FLAT TYPE PIN SHOWN) 

1 Rectangular Available with or without moisture 
drip in 3/18 in. or V. in. mill or hot 

2 Z dipped galvanized steel; conforms 
to ASTM (A-82); space 16 in. 

3 Adjustable Z vertically and 24 in. horizontally 

4 Mesh V2 in. mesh x 16 gao hot dipped 
galvanized 

mill or hot dipped galvanized steel 
5 Corrugated 7fa in. wide and 7 in. long; 12 to 

28 gao 

VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS 
OF WALL TIES (SEE 
SCHEDULE ASOVE) 

WIRE TIES 

Masonry veneer and facing must be anchored to back-up 
construction. Codes usually require one anchor for 3 sq. 
ft . of surface area. Inserts usually are spaced 2 ft . on 
center horizontally. and ties usually are spaced 16 to 18 
in. on center vertically. Spandrel beams over 18 in. deep 
require inserts and anchors for tying masonry facing to 
the beam. Most anchor systems permit differential move
ment in one or two directions. An anchoring system that 
allows movement only in the intended direction should be 
selected. See ASTM STP 778 . 

Z21tzz5j---______ 8RICK WALL 

r;;~;z;z:;+------Tl0HT£N NUT BY 
HANO ONLY 

1n'7t------a·· )( a " )( Ita" "LOTTED 
aTEE.L PLATE 

~~--------C"'R080"'RO TU8E 
~ .. O'A 

SMOOTH F"LAaHINO 0fr0.,I 
ROOFING F£LT 

-'""t----____ F"OUNO ... TION W"'LL 

WALL ANCHORAGE TO FOUNDATION 



BOTTOM OF' F l..OOR 
OR ROOF' 
CONSTRUCTION 

LlNTE~ 
45· 

BEARI NG 

A . SIMPL..E L..INTEL.. 
WITH ARCH 
ACTION 

B . SIMPL..E L..INTEL.. 
WITHOUT ARCH 
ACTION 

BOTTOM OF F'I..OOR 
OR ROOF' 
C ONSTRUCTION 

C . L..INTEL.. WITH 
UN IFORM F'L..OOR 
L..OAD 

t- CONCt:NTRATEO 
f- LOAD 

f-----

:.--- 45 SO 

==== 1 b" ==== b , 

==== ==== 

---

D . L..INTEL.. WITH 
CONCENTRATED 
STRUCTURAL.. L..OAD 

NOTES FOR LINTEL CONDITIONS 

A . Simple lintel with arch action carrie 
in triangle above opening : 

c ~ b and d ~ 1 

B. Simple lintel without arch action ( 
load than triangle above opening : 

h, or h2 < 0.6b 

C. Lintel with uniform floor load ca 
and floor loads in rectangle above op 

c < b 

D. Lintel with concentrated load carrie 
t ion of concentri'ted load distribute 
b2 · 

LINTEL LOADING CONDITIONS (CONSULT STRUCTURAL HANDBOOK FOR DESIGN FORMULAS) 

VENEER WAL..L.. 

M IN . I" A IRSPACE 

REINFORC ED 
CMU L..INTEL.. . 
S oo BEARING 

BRICK AND C MU WAL..L.. 

METAL.. 
TIE 

CAVITY WAL..L.. 

STEEL.. ANGL..E 
LINTEL.. 
S " B EARING 

ALLOWABLE UNIFORM SUPERIMPOSED LOAD (IN LB) PER LINEAR FOOl 
STEEL ANGLE LINTELS 

WEIGHT 
SPAN IN FEET (CENTER TO CENTER OF REQUIRED BEARING 

HORIZONTAL PER FT. 
LEG ANGLE SIZE (LB) 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1 

3 '/, 3 x 3 '/, x '/. 5.4 956 517 262 149 91 59 
x 5/'8 6.6 1166 637 323 184 11 3 73 
x% 7.9 1377 ~ 384 21 8 134 87 59 

3'/, 3 '/, x 3 '/, x '/ . 5. 8 1281 7 18 406 232 144 94 65 
X 5/'8 7.2 1589 891 507 290 179 118 80 
x% 8.5 1947 109 1 589 336 208 137 93 66 

3'/, 4 x 3 '/, x ,/. 6.2 1622 910 58ci" 338 2 10 139 95 68 
X 5/'8 7.7 2110 11 84 ---rn- 421 262 173 119 85 62 
x% 9.1 2434 1365 855 490 305 201 138 98 71 
x 7/,. 10.6 2760 1548 978 561 349 230 158 113 82 E 

4 4 x 4 X 7/,. 11 .3 2920 1638 1018 584 363 239 164 116 85 E 
x ,/, 12.8 3246 1820 11 4 1 654 407 268 185 131 95 

3'/, 5 x 3 '/, X '/. 7.0 2600 1460 932 636 398 264 184 132 97 7 
x 5/,. 8.7 3087 1733 1106 765 486 323 224 161 119 E 
X 7/'8 12.0 4224 2371 1513 1047 655 435 302 217 160 

1; 
x ,/, 13.6 4875 2736 1746 1177 736 488 339 244 179 

3'/, 6 x 3'/, x '/. 7.9 3577 2009 1283 888 650 439 306 221 164 
X 5/'8 9.8 4390 2465 1574 1090 798 538 375 271 201 
x % 11 .7 5200 2922 1865 1291 tilli: 636 443 320 237 ~ l x ,/, 15.3 6828 3834 2448 1695 818 570 412 305 

4 6 x 4 x'/. 8.3 3739 2099 1340 928 ~ 458 319 231 171 ~~ x 5/,. 10.3 4552 2556 1632 1129 827 562 391 283 209 
x% 12.3 5365 3012 1923 1331 974 665 463 335 248 18 
X 7/'8 14.3 6178 3469 2214 1533 1122 764 532 384 284 21 
x ,/, 16.2 6990 3925 2506 1734 1270 857 597 431 319 24 

NOTE. Allowable loads to the left of the heavy line are governed by moment, and to the rtght by deflection. Fy = 36,0 
psi. Maximum deflection '/7<>0. Consult structural engineer for long spans . 

LOOSE STEEL LINTELS FOR MASONRY WALLS 

L315/B'~.00 L 
'1 " 
C ONC RETE 

CEMENT 
Oll=tOUT FII..l.. 

COMMON 
U - BL..OCK 

.. _ .... ' , " REINFORCING 
~'" A STEEl.. eAR. II
· 

. i," "~ I , ~ 

. OOUBL..E 
CORE 

CMU 

f0-

8T£El.. STIRRUPS 
e'-ACED 3 " APART 

r r CONTINUOUS 
'" t- REINfI"ORC INO RODS . 
W 0 TOil» AND BOTTOM 

I ~ .:f ~~~6~i:TE 
~ ~ [~~~===-'I COVERAGE 

II: <t GROUT 
4 ::l SETTINO BEC 

~ 8 BEARING ZONE I W x HI 
~;gg~~t MU8T B E CONCRETE, 
r::- 801..10 M ASONRV OR 

QROUTEO MASONRY 

BEARING END DETAIL.. 

PRECAST CONCRETE AND CMU LINTELS 

6 " 

• OR 

I 
REINFORCED BRICK LINTELS 

METAL.. TIE 

~~-'-~~~-CAVITY WAL..L.. 
OR GROUTED 
AND 
REINFDRCE.D 

NUMBER AND SIZE OF REBARS 
REQUIRED 
Precast Concrete and Reinforced CMU Lintels (no 
perimposed loads) 

CLE AR 8" B R ICK 
S PA N W ALL (80 

L I NTEL TY P E ( MA X) LB / SQ FT) 

Reinforced 4' -0 " 4-#3 
concrete (7 5/0" 6'-0 " 4-#4 
square section) 8 '-0" 4-#5 

CMU (75/0" square 4 '-0 " 2-#4 
section) nominal 8 6 '-0 " 2-#5 
x 8 x 16 unit 8 '-0 " 2-#6 

NOTE: fc ' = 3000 PSI concrete and grout 
fy = 60,000 psi 

IF CAVITY WAL..L... 
USE METAL.. SCREEN 
OR MASONRY 
GROUT DAM TO 
CONTAIN 
POUR 

8" C M U 
WALL (5( 
LB / SQ Fl 

4-#3 
4-#3 
4-#4 

2-#3 
2-#4 
2-#5 



~NING 

"'DEN WALL 

::MISH 

ICK BONOS 

RMS APPLIED TO JOINTS 

ICK JOINTS 

RETCHER HEADER 

liNER ROWLOCK 

' I ··· 1 1 II 

" /I 

/I /I 

/I 

'/a RUNNING 

ENGLISH 

F"LEMISH (DOUBLE STRETCHER) 

TYPES OF JOINTS 

Mortar serves multiple functions: 

1. Joins and seals masonry units, al
lowing for dimensional variations in 
masonry units. 

2. Affects overall appearance of wall 
color , texture, and patterns . 

3. Bonds reinforcing steel to masonry, 
creating a composite assembly . 

MORTAR JOINT FINISH METHODS 

1. Troweled - Excess mortar is struck 
off, the trowel is the only tool used 
for shaping and finishing. 

2. Tooled - A special tool is used to 
compress and shape mortar in the 
joint. 

SOLDIER 

SAILOR 

~RMe APPLIED TO VARIED BRICK POSITIONS 

( Instllule 01 Amenca, Reston, V,rglnoa 
) 'Greaves An Architecture CorporatIon Waco. TeKas 

COMMON 

ENGLISH CROSS OR DUTCH 

F"LEMISH (CROSS) F"LEMISH (DIAGONAL ) 

: = = :: = WEATHERED CONCAVE "V"SHAPED EXTRUDED BEADED 
(GOOD ) 

RULED 
( FA'R ) 

OR RODDED 
( G OOD ) 

F"LUSH OR 
PLAIN CUT 

(FA' R ) 

( GOOD) 

F"LUSH a 
RODDED 

(FA IR ) 

TYPES OF JOINTS (WEATHER ABI LITY) 

SIZES OF MODULAR BRICK 

( P OOR) 

STRUCK 
I P OOR) 

NOMtNAL DIMENSIONS 

UNIT 
DESIGNATtON THICKNESS HEIGHT LENGTH 

MODULAR 4" 22/3" 8" 

ENGINEER 4" 3'/5 " 8 " 

ECONOMY 4" 4" 8" 

DOUBLE 4" 5' /3" 8 " 

ROMAN 4" 2" 12" 

NORMAN 4" 22/3 " 12" 

NORWEGIAN 4" 3'/5 " 12" 

UTiliTY ' 4" 4" 12" 

TRIPLE 4" 5' /3 " 12" 

SCR BRICK 6" 22/3 " 12" 

6" NORWEGIAN 6" 3'15 " 12" 

6 " JUMBO 6" 4" 12" 

8 " JUMBO B" 4" 12" 

8" SQUARE 4" 8" B" 

12" SQUARE 4" 12" 12" 

I Also called Norman Economy, General and King Norman. 
• For special shapes contact local brick manufacturers, 

UNIT MASONRY 

(POOR) 

RAKED 
( P OOR) 

MODULAR 
COURSING 

3C = 8 " 

5C = 16" 

1C = 4" 

3C = 16" 

2C = 4" 

3C = 8" 

5C = 16" 

1C = 4" 

3C = 16" 

3C = 8" 

5C = 16" 

1C = 4" 

1C = 4" 

1C = 8" 

1C '" 12" 



STANDARD MODULAR 
. " x 2 2/3 " x S " NOMINAL 

BRICK SIZES: 
• For 3/S" Joint 

•• For 112 " Joint 
3 SIS" x 2 1/4 " x 7 SIS" 
3 1/2 " x 23/16 " x 71/2 " 

NORMAN 
. " x 2 2/3" x 12 " NOMINAL 

BRICK SIZES: 
• For 3/S" Joint 

•• For 1/2 " Joint 

3 siS " x 2 1/4" x 11 SIS " 
3 1/2" x 23/16" xII 1/2 " 

SCR BRICK 
6" x 2 2/3" x 12 " NOMINAL 

For 1/2" Joint 5112 " x 2 liS " x 11 1/2 " 

Joint selected determines brick size 
3 cou .... . 2 modules (S'" 

NOMINAL HEIGHT OF 2 2/3" COURSES 

6 '- 102/3 " 

6'- a" 

6 '- 51/3 " 

6 '- 2 2/3 " .,. 
6 '-0" 

5'-9113" 

5 '- 62/3 " 

5 '- ." 

'5 '- 11/3 " 

4 '- 102/3" 

4' - a " 

4 ' -5 1/3" 

4 ' - 2 2/3 " 

4 '- 0" 

3 '- 91/3 " 

3 '- 62/3" 

3 '- 4 " 

3' - 1 113 " 

2 '- 102/3 " 

2 '- a" 

2 '- 51/3 " 

2 '- 21/3 " 

2 '- 0 " 

1 ' - 91/3 " 

l ' - 62/3 " 

1 '- 4 " 

1'- 1 1/3 " 

102/3" 

a" 

5 1/3" 

2 2/3" 

NOTES 

61 

60 

59 

58 

57 

56 

55 

s. 

53 

52 

51 

50 

49 

48 

47 

46 

45 

.. 
43 

42 

41 

40 

39 

38 

37 

36 

35 

33 

32 

13 ' - 6 2/3 " 

13 ' - 4 " 

13 ' - 1 1/3 " 

12 '- 102/3 " 

12 '- a " 

12 '- 51/3" 

12 '- 22/3" 

12 ' - 0 " 

11 '- 91/3 " 

11 '-62/3" 

11 '- 4 " 

11 '- 1 113 " 

10 '- 102/3 " 

10 '- a " 

10 '- 5113 " 

10 '- 22/3 " 

10 '- 0 " 

9 ' - 9113 " 

9 '- 62/3 " 

9 '- 4 " 

9 '- 1 113 " 

a '- 102/3 " 

a'- a" 

a '- s 113 " 

a '- 22/3" 

a'-o" 

7 '- 9113 " 

7' - 62/3" 

7 '- 4 " 

7 '- 1 1/3" 

Not all sizes made in all sections of U.S.; check with 
local manufacturers for sizes available. 

ENGINEER 
4" x 31/5 " x S " NOMINAL 

SRICK SIZES: 
• For 3/S " JOint 

For 1/2 " Joinl 

3 SIS " x 2 13/16 " x 7 SIS" 
3 112 " x 2 11116" x 7 1/2 " 

Joint selected determines brick sIZe . 
5 cou ...... . 4 modules (16 " 1. 

NOMINAL HEIGHTS OF 3 1 /5" 
COURSES 

29 7 ' - 84/5 " 59 15 ' - 8 '4/5 " 

28 7 ' - 53/5 " 58 15 '- 53/5 " 

27 7 '- 22/5 " 57 15 '- 22/5 " 

26 6 ' -11 115 " 56 14 '- 11 115 " 

25 6' - a" 14 '- 8 " 

24 6 '- 44/5" s. 14 '- 44/5" 

23 6 '- 1 3/5" 53 14 '- 1 3/5 " 

22 5 '- 102/5 " 52 13 '- 102/5 " 

21 5 ' - 7113 " 51 13 ' - 7 115 " 

20 5 ' - 4 " 50 13 '- 4 " 

_':..:9~g;;g;;>;!- 5 '- 04/5" 49 13 '- 04/5 " 

18 4 ' - 93/5 " 48 12 '- 93/5 " 

17 4 ' -6 2/5" 47 12 ' - 62/5 " 

16 4 '- 31/5" 46 12 '- 31/5 " 

15 4' - 0 " 45 

-..:.:14~;z;;r;:r;;Z:;Z1-=3:....·--..:a:....4..::/:::S .. __ ----= .. =-tz;;g;z;l~.:.I':...·-=-:..:a:....::4 /:::S-··-

13 3 '- 53/5" 43 11 '- 5 3/5 " 

12 3' - 22/5 " 42 11 '- 22/5 " 

11 2 ' - 11 115 " 41 10 '- 11 115 " 

10 2 '- a" 40 

9 2 • - 4 4/5 " ___ ----=39~.r;z;;Z;Z;Z;;1l___-=' 0:...·_-_4..:..:4 /.:5_ .. _ 

a 2' - 1 3/5 " 38 10 '- 1 3/5" 

1 '- 102/5 " 37 

6 1 '- 7 1/5 " 36 

5 1 '- 4 " 35 '- 4 " 

4 1 '- 04/5 '_' __ ~~=-~~~+-~~~=--_ 

3 93/5 " 33 

2 62/5 " 32 

3 1/5 " 3t 

30 

.3/e" Joint used for facing brick . 
•• '12" Joint used for glazed and structural units 
and building brick. 

ECONOMY 
4 " x 4" x S " NOMINAL 

BRICK SIZES: 
• For 3/S " Joinl 

•• For 1/2" Joint 

UTILITY 
4 " x 4 " x 12" NOMINAL 

BRICK SIZES: 
For 3/S " JOlnl 
For 112 " JOint 

3 SIS " x 3 siS " 
3 1/2 " x 3 1/ 2 " 

3 SIS " x 3 5/8 " 
3 1/2" x 3 1/2 " 

JOint selected determines brick size 

1 course = 1 modul. (4 " , 

NOMINAL HEIGHTS OF 4" C 

6 '- 8 " 

6 ' - 4 " 

18 6 '- 0" 

17 5 ' - 8 " 

16 5 ' - 4 " 

15 5 ' - 0 " 

14 4 '- 8 " 

13 4 '- 4 " 

12 4 '- 0 " 

11 3' - a " 

3 '- 4 " 

9 3 '- 0 " 

8 2 '- a " 

2' - 4 " 

6 2 '- 0 " 

5 I '- a " 

4 1 '- 4 " 

3 1 '- 0 " 

2 a" 

4 " 

Grid lines 1-·_·--) are 4" modules. Vertical di 
sions are from bottom of mortar Joint to bOllO 
mortar )oln t. 



,. '~"'L ~RICK COURSES 

""BER OF 
HEIGHT 

CKS 3/8 " '/2 " 
) JOINTS JOINTS JOINTS 

'k. & 1 jt. 2 s/s" 2 )/ .. ' 

rks. & 2 its. 5 '/ .. ' 5'11" 
~.& 3 its. 7 7/S " 8 '/." 

~ 4 its. 10'11" 11" 
ks. & 5 its. 1'- 1 '/s" 1'- 1 3/ .. , 

ks. & 16 its. 1'- 3 3/." 1'- 4 ';''' 
ks. & 7 its. l'-6 3/s" 1'- 7'/ .. , -ks. & 8 its. 1'- 9" 1'-10" 
ks. & 9 its. 1'-11 s/s" 2'- 0 3/." 
ks. & 10 its. 2'- 2 '/ .. ' 2'- 3 ';''' 
ks. & 11 its. 2'- 4 7/ S " 2'- 6 '/ ." 
ks. & 12 its. 2'- 7 '/," 2'- 9" 
rksJIIJ 3 its. 2'-10'/s" 2'-11 'I. " 
rks. &n 4 its. 3'- 0 3/." 3'- 2';' '' 
rks. & 5 its. 3'- 3 '/s" 3'- 5 '/." 
rks. & 6 its. 3'- 6" 3'- 8" 
rks. & 7 its. 3'- 8 '/ .. ' 3'-10 3/." 
rks. I!i' 18 its. 3'-11 '/ .. ' 4'- 1 ';''' 
~1sY.& 19 its. 4'- 1 7/S " 4 '-4 '/. " 
I'ks. & 20 its. 4'- 4 '/ " 4'- 7" 
rils. & 21 its. 4'- 7 '/s" 4'- 9 )/ .. ' 
rks. & 22 its. 4'-9 3/." 5'- 0 ';''' 

, & 23 its. 5'- 0 3/S " 5'- 3 '/ .. ' 
s & 24 its. 5'- 3" 5'- 6" 
s. & 25 its. 5' - 5 '/s" 5' - 8 3/." 

rks. & 26 its. 5'- 8 '/ . " 5' - 11 ';''' 
Jfks. & 27 its. 5'-10 7/s" 6' - 2 '/ .. ' 
~ks. & 28 its. 6 '- 1'11 " 6'- 5" 
.. ks. & 29 its. 6'- 4'/s" 6'- 7 3/ .. ' 
.. ks. & 30 its. 6'-6 3/." 6'- 10 '/ ," 
.. ks. & 31 its. 6'-9 3/ S " 7'- 1 '/ .. ' 
rils. & 32 its. 7'- 0" 7'- 4" 
rils. & 33 its. 7'- 2 '/s" 7'-6 3/ . " 
.-ks. & 34 its. 7'- 5 '/ .. ' 7'- 9 ';''' 
Jfks. & 35 its. 7'- 7 7/S " 8' - 0 '/ 4' 

ks. & 36 its. 7'- 10 ';''' 8'- 3" 
rks. & 37 its. 8' - 1 '/s" 8'- 5 3/." 
ks. & 38 its. 8'- 3 3/ . " 8' - 8 ';''' 
ks. & 39 its. 8'- 6 3/ s " 8' - 11 '/ .. ' 

rks. & 40 its. 8'- 9" 9'- 2" 
rks. & 41 its. 8 '- 11 '/s" 9'- 4 )/ .. ' 
ks. & 42 its. 9'- 2 '/ . " 9'- 7 'I>" 
ks. & 43 its. 9' - 4 7/S " 9'- 10 '/." 
ks. & 44 its. 9' - 7 'll" 10'- I" 

ks. & 45 its. 9' - 10 '/S" 10'- 3 )/." 
ks. & 46 its. 10' - 0 )/. " 10'- 6 'I>" 
ks. & 47 its. IO'- 3 3/s" 10'- 9 '/." 
ks. & 48 its. 10'- 6" 11 '- 0" 
ks. & 49 its. 10'- 8 '/s" 11 '- 2 )/ .. ' 

rks. & 50 its. 10'- 11 '/." 11 '- 5 ';''' 
rks. & 51 its. 11 '- 1 7/S " 11' - 8 '/." 
ks. & 52 its. 11'- 4 '/," 11 '-11 " 
ks. & 53 its. 11 '- 7 '/S" 12' - 1 )/." 

ks. & 54 jts. 11 '- 9 )/ .. ' 12'- 4 '/, " 
ks. & 55 its. 12'- 0 )/s" 12'- 7 '/." 

rks. & 56 jts. 12'- 3" 12'- 10" 

rks. & 57 its. 12'- 5 s/s" 13'- 0 3/ .. ' 

rks. & 58 its. 12'- 8 '/ .. ' 13'- 3 ';''' 
rks. & 59 its. 12'-10 7/s" 13'- 6 '/ .. ' 
rks. & 60 its. 13'- 1 '/ " 13'- 9" 

rks. & 61 its. 13'- 4 '/s" 13'- 11 J/." 

rks. & 62 its. 13'- 6 'I. " 14'- 2'1>" 
rks. & 63 its. 13'- 9 3/s" 14'- 5 '/ .. ' 

rks. & 64 its. 14'- 0" 14 ' 8" 

rks. & 65 its. 14'- 2 '/s" 14'-1 0 3/ .. ' 

rks. & 66 j ts. 14'- 5 '/ ." 15'- 1 'I>" 
rks, & 67 its. 14'- 7 7/S " 15' - 4 '/ .. ' 

rks. & 68 its. 14'-10 'I>" 15' 7" 

rks. & 69 its. 15'- 1 '/s" 15' 9 3/." 

rks. & 70 its. 15'- 3 '/." 16' 0 1> " 

rks. & 71 jts. 15'- 6 3/s" 16'- 3 /. " 

~ks. & 72 its. 15'- 9" 16'- 6" 

rks. & 73 its. 15'- 11 '/s" 16'- 8 )/ .. ' 

rks. & 74 its. 16' 2 '/." 16 ' 11 11 " 

rks. & 75 jts. 16'- 4 7/s" 17'- 2 '/." 

rks. & 76 i IS. 16' 7 'I>" 17' 5" 

Instltule of America , Reston , Virginia 

HORIZONTAL BRICK COURSES 

NUMBER OF 
BRICKS 
AND JOINTS 

1 brk. & °it. 
1 'll brks. & 1 it. 
2 brks. & 1 it. 
2 ;, brks. & 2 its. 
3 brks. & 2 its. 
3 '/, brks. & 3 its. 
4 brks. & 3 its. 
4 ';, brks. & 4 its. 
5 brks. & 4 its. 
5 ';' brks. & 5 its. 
6 brks. & 5 its. 
6 ';' brks. & 6 its. 
7 brks. & 6 its. 
7 '/, brks. & 7 its. 
8 brks. & 7 its. 

8 ';, brks. & 8 its. 
9 brks. & 8 its. 
9 '/, brks. & 9 its. 

1 0 brks. & 9 its. 
10 '/, brks. & 10 its. 
11 brks. & 10 its. 
11 '/, brks. & 11 its. 
12 brks. & 11 its. 
12 ';' brks. & 12 its. 
13 brks. & 12 its. 
13 '/, brks. & 13 its. 
14 brks. &13its. 
14 '/, brks. & 14 its. 
15 brks. 1St14its. 
15 '/, brks. & 15 its. 
16 brks, & 15 its, 
16 ';' brks. & 16 its, 
17 brks, & 16 its, 
17 ';' brks, & 17 its. 
18 brks. & 17 its. 
18 ';' brks. & 18 its, 
19 brks. &18its. 
19 ';' brks. & 19 its. 
20 brks. & 19 its, 
20 'I, brks. & 20 its. 
21 brks. & 20 its. 

21 'I> brks, & 21 its. 
22 brks. & 21 its. 
22 ';' brks, & 22 its. 
23 brks, & 22 its. 
23 ';' brks, & 23 its. 
24 brks. & 23 its. 
24 'f, brks. & 24 its. 
25 brks, & 24 its, 
25 'f, brks. & 25 its. 
26 brks, & 25 its. 
26 'I> brks. & 26 its. 
27 brks. & 26 its. 
27 'I, brks. & 27 its. 
28 brks. & 27 its. 
28 ';' brks, & 28 its. 
29 brks. & 28 its. 
29 'I, brks, & 29 its. 
30 brks. & 29 its. 
30 'I, brks. & 30 its. 

31 brks, & 30 its. 
31 'I> brks. & 31 its. 
32 brks, & 31 its. 
32 '/, brks. & 32 its. 
33 brks. & 32 its. 

33 'I> brks. & 33 its. 
34 brks. & 33 its. 
34 ';' brks, & 34 its. 
35 brks. & 34 its. 
35 I> brks. & 35 its. 
36 brks. & 35 its. 
36 'I, brks. & 36 its, 
37 brks. & 36 its. 
37 '11 brks. & 37 its. 
38 brks. & 37 ils. 
38 /, brks. & 38 i IS. 

LENGTH OF COURSE 

3/8 " 

JOINTS 

0'- 8" 

1'- 0 'Is' 
1'- 4 )/s" 
1'- 8 '/." 
2'-0'/." 
2'- 5 /s" 
2'- 9 '/8" 
3'- 1 ';''' 
3'- 5 '/," 
3'- 9 7/s" 
4'- 1 7/ S " 

4'- 6 '/." 
4'-10 '/ .. ' 
5'- 2 '/s" 
5'- 6 '/s" 
5'- 11 " 
6'- 3" 
6'- 7 )/8" 

6'-11 J/ s " 
7'- 3 3

/ ." 

7'- 7 J/ .. ' 
8'- O'/S" 
8'- 4 '/ .. ' 
8'- 8 ';''' 
9'- 0 '/," 
9'- 4 7/ S " 

9'- 8 7/ 8 " 

10'- 1 '/." 
10'- 5 '/." 
10'- 9 '/8" 
11'- 1 '/s" 
11 '- 6" 
11'-10" 
12'- 2 3/ .. ' 
12'-6 3/s" 
12'-1 0 '!." 
13'- 2 3/ .. ' 

13'- 7 '/8 " 
13' -11 '/8" 
14'- 3 '1," 
14'- 7 'I," 

14'- 11 7/8" 
15'- 3 7/8" 

15'- 8 ';''' 
16'- 0 '/ .. ' 
16'- 4 '/s" 
16'- 8 '/s" 
17'- I " 
17'- 5" 
17'- 9 18" 
18'- 1 3/ 8" 
18'- 5 J/ .. ' 
18'- 9 3/ .. ' 

19'- 2 /8" 
19'- 6 '/8" 
19'-10 '/," 
20'- 2 'I," 

20'- 6 7/8" 

20'-10 7/8 " 
21'- 3 /." 

21 '- 7 '/ ." 
21 '- 11 '/ .. ' 
22'- 3 '/ .. ' 
22'- 8" 
23'- 0" 
23'- 4 3/ S " 

23'-8 3/ S " 

24'- 0 3/ .. ' 

24'- 4 3/ .. ' 

24'- 9 '/s" 
25'- 1 'is" 
25'- 5 ';''' 
25'- 9 'll" 
26' - 1 7/s" 
26'- 5 7/s" 
26'-10 '/." 

' /2 " 
JOINTS 

0' - 8" 
1'- 0 '11" 
1'- 4 'I>" 
1'- 9" 
2'- I" 
2'- 5 ';''' 
2'- 9 'll" 
3'- 2" 
3'- 6" 
3'- 10 ';''' 
4'- 2 '/," 
4'- 7" 
4'- 11 " 
5'- 3 ';''' 
5'- 7 '/," 

6'- 0" 
6' - 4" 
6'- 8 '/, " 
7'- 0 ';''' 
7' - 5" 
7'- 9" 
8'- 1 ';''' 
8 '- 5 ';''' 
8'-10" 
9'- 2" 
9' - 6 ';''' 
9'-10 ';' '' 

10'- 3" 
10'- 7" 
10'- 11 '/," 
11 '- 3 ';''' 
11 '- 8" 
12'- 0" 
12'- 4 ';''' 
12'- 8 ';''' 
13'- I " 
13'- 5" 
13'- 9 '/," 
14'- 1 '/ ," 
14'- 6" 
14' - 10" 

15'- 2 ';''' 
15'- 6 'I," 
15'- 11 " 
16'- 3" 
16'- 7 ';''' 
16'- 11 'I>" 
17'- 4" 
17' - 8" 
18'- 0 'll" 
18'- 4 ';''' 
18'- 9" 
19'- I " 
19'- 5 ';''' 
19' - 9'1," 
20' - 2" 
20' - 6" 
20'-10 'I," 
21' - 2 ';''' 
21' - 7" 

21' - 11 " 
22' - 3 'I," 

22' - 7 'I>" 
23' - 0" 
23' - 4" 
23' - 8 ';''' 
24'- 0 'I," 
24' - 5" 
24'- 9" 

25' - 1 /," 

25'- 5 'I>" 
25' - 10" 
26' - 2" 
26' - 6 'll" 
26'-10 ';''' 
27' - 3" 

LENGTH OF COURSE 
NUMBER OF 
BRICKS 3/8 " 

JOINTS AND JOINTS 

39 brks. & 38 its. 27' - 2 '/ . " 
39 'I> brks. & 39 its. 27'-6 '/8" 
40 brks. & 39 its. 27'-10 '/ .. ' 
40 'll brks. & 40 its. 28' - 3" 
41 brks. & 40 its. 28'- 7" 
41 ';' brks. & 41 its. 28'-113/ 8" 
42 brks. & 41 its. 29' - 3 3/8 " 

42 ';' brks. & 42 its. 29'- 7 3
/ . " 

43 brks. & 42 its. 29'- 11 3
/ .. ' 

43 ';' brks. & 43 its. 30'- 4 '/s" 
44 brks. & 43 its. 30'- 8 '/8" 
44 ';' brks. & 44 its. 31'- 0 ';''' 
45 brks. & 44 its. 31'- 4 ';''' 
45 'f, brks. & 45 its. 31 '- 8 7/8" 

46 brks. & 45 its. 32'- 0 7/s" 
46 ';' brks. & 46 its. 32'- 5 '/ ." 
47 brks. & 46 its. 32'- 9 '/ ." 
47 '/, brks. & 47 its. 33'- 1 '/s" 
48 brks. & 47 its. 33'- 5 '/s" 
48 '/, brks. & 48 its. 33'-10" 
49 brks. & 48 its. 34'- 2" 
49 ';' brks. & 49 its. 34'- 6 3/8 " 

50 brks. & 49 its. 34'-10 'Is" 
50 ';' brks. & 50 its. 35'- 2 3

/ . " 

51 brks. & 50 its. 35'- 6 3
/ . " 

51 '/, brks. & 51 its. 35'- 11 '/s" 
52 brks. & 51 its. 36' - 3 '/s" 
52 '/, brks. & 52 its. 36'- 7 ';''' 

53 brks. & 52 its. 36'-11 ';''' 
53 'I, brks. & 53 its. 37'- 3 /8" 
54 brks. & 53 its. 37'- 7 7/ .. ' 
54 ';' brks. & 54 its. 38'- 0 '/." 
55 brks. & 54 its. 38'- 4 '/." 
55 ';' brks. & 55 its. 38'- 8 '/s" 
56 brks, & 55 its. 39'- 0 '/s" 
56 'f, brks. & 56 its, 39'- 5" 
57 brks. & 56 its. 39'- 9" 
57 'I, brks, & 57 its. 40'- 1 3/ 8 " 

58 brks. & 57 its. 40'- 5 3/ S " 

58 ';' brks, & 58 its. 40' - 9 3
/ . " 

59 brks. & 58 its. 41 '- 6 '/ s " 

59 brks. & 58 its. 41 '- 1 3/." 
59 ';' brks. & 59 its, 41 '- 6 '/8" 
60 brks. & 59 its, 41 '- 10'/s" 

' T+ I) 

25 9RKS. + 25 JTS 

~= ~ T+2 

'TI 

15 9RKS + 14 JTS 

ELEVATION 

' /2 " 
JOINTS 

27'- 7" 
27' - 11 '/," 
28'- 3 'f," 

28' - 8" 
29' - 0" 
29'- 4 ';''' 
29'- 8 ';''' 
30'- I" 

30' - 5" 
30'- 9 ';''' 
31'- 1 ';''' 
31'- 6" 
31 '-10" 
32'- 2 ';''' 
32'- 6 '/," 
32'-11 " 
33'- 3" 
33'- 7 ';''' 
33' - 11 ';''' 
34'- 4" 
34'- 8" 

35'- 0 '/, " 
35'- 4 /," 
35'- 9" 
36'- I " 
36'- 5 ';''' 
36'- 9 '/," 
37'- 2" 
37'- 6" 
37'- 10 ;''' 
38'- 2 ';' '' 
38'- 7" 
38'- 11 " 
39'- 3 ';''' 
39'- 7 ';''' 
40'- 0" 
40'- 4" 
40'- 8 ';''' 
41 '- 0 ';''' 
41 '- 5" 
42' - 1 ';''' 
41 '- 9" 
42'- 1 '/," 
42'- 5 ';''' 

r'----- IT+'~12B+2J - -r-- 1 ITI 3B + 2J,\ 

4=11 1 1 
~ (T) l';~ ' +':c [I T=-",+,;,.:I I..;-.!.....Jo""':"''''' 

29. + IJ ' I:\ IT+2 1 2+J , IT.2 5B+ 7;1 

IT+II 10 BRKS + II .JTS 58 + 6.J 1,i'.J~~KS + 

II aRKS" II JTS 

PLAN 

30 9RKS + 24 JTS 
ITI 41 BRKS + 40 JTS 

EXAMPLE SHOWING USE OF TASLE 

T : Dimensions and number of joints as given in 
the table, that is, one joint less than the number 
of br icks. 

T + 1: One brick JOint added to figure given in the 
table, that is, the number of bricks is equal to 
the number of joints. 

T + 2: Two brick joints added to figure given in the 
table, t hat IS , one joint more than the number 
of bricks. 



GENERAL NOTES 

1. Fire resistance ratings vary according to the ultimate 
composition of a masonry wall. Designers should re
fer to local codes to obtain this information. 

2 . Straight metal ties should be used in rigidly insulated 
masonry walls . Metal ties with drips should be used 
in noninsulated cavity masonry walls . 

3. Water and vapor migration into a masonry wall may 
be controlled by designing a drainage-type wall or a 
barrier-type wall. Drainage walls are provided with 
damp course flashing and weep holes 24 in . o.c. just 
above the flashing . Barrier walls have a mortar-parged 
or fully grouted joint between wythes . Damp course 
flashing should also be used with the barrier-type wall. 
Most water migration occurs at mortar joints. Mortar 

selection should be based on the "initial" rate of ab
sorption of the brick selected , as well as on reg ional 
weather conditions; mortars containing ai r-entering 
agents should be avoided . 

4 . All anchors , ties , and attachments should be stainless 
steel or of corrosion-resistant metal or be coated with 
such metal. 

5. Block and brick quality varies throughout the industry . 
Masonry units should be chosen on the basis of avail 
ability, historical product quality of the manufacturer, 
strength , cost, and appearance. As with most con
struction assemblies, the final product will only be as 
good as the design and installation . 

HEIGHT/THICKNESS RATIO OF MASONRY WALLS 
BEARING CONDITION TYPE 1 

Maximum bearing wall height ' 
H 
-< 18 T -

Maximum non bearing wall height ' 
H 
- < 20 T -

TYPE 4 

Maximum bearing wall height ' 
H 
-< 18 T -

Maximum nonbearing wall height' 
H 
- < 20 T -

TYPE 7 

Maximum bearing wall height' 
H 
T S 25 

Maximum nonbearing wall height ' 
H 
T S 48 

NOTES 

1. Maximum unsupported wall heights should be deter
mined by local codes . Formulas given are for planning 
purposes only and solutions should be verified by a 
structural engineer. In the formulas, 

H = height of wall (in feet) 
T = thickness of wall (in feet) 

TYPE 2 TYPE 3 

~ < 18 
H 
-< 18 T- T -

H H 
T s 20 - < 20 T -

TYPE 5 TYPE 6 

~ < 25 T -
H 
T s 25 

~ < 48 
T -

H 
T s 48 

TYPE 8 TYPE 9 

H 
182 ~ < 182 -< T - T -

H 
202 ~ < 20 2 -< T - T -

2. Resultant thickness is the net wall thickness of ma
sonry units. Up to a 2 in . cavity may be used with 
this formula as long as the wythes are tied together 
w ith cavity wall ties . 

3. Empirical formulas are taken from the 1982 Uniform 
Building Code . 

PROPERTIES OF MASONRY WALL COMPONENTS 
MATERIAL WEIGHT (LB / SQ FT) 

4 In . brick 40 
4 In . CMU 22 
o in. CMU 32 
o in . CMU 35 
10 in. CMU 45 
12 in. CMU 55 
2 in. vermiculite (loose) 1.16 
2 In. perlite (loose) 1.08 
2 In. polystyrene (rigid) 0.58 
') In. polyurethane (rigid) 0 .25 
2 In . Airspace -
Air film exterior3 -

If film interior" -

NOTES 

Waste IS not Included, as this will vary with the job. 
A waste factor of 2- 5% IS often applied for masonry 
units. 

QUANTITY (100 SQ FT) ' U VALUE 2 STC 

675 units 2.27 39 
113 units 0 .71 40 
113 units 0 .65 44 
113 units 0 .57 45 
113 units 0 .50 50 
113 units 0 .47 55 
1161b 0 .22 -
1081b 0 .18 -
100 sq ft 0 .09 -
100 sq ft 0 .08 -

- 0.40 4 
- 4.76 -
- 1.39 -

3 . U value given is an average of both winter and sum· 
mer Winds. 

4 . U value given IS an average of still air on all surface 
positions and direction of heat flow. 

TYPE I 

4 " BRICK WALL 
MODULAR BRICK 
4 " x 22;''' X B" 

TYPE :3 

CMU WALL 

TYPE 5 

REINFORCED 
CMU WALL 

TYPE 7 

REINFORCED 
CMU WALL 

TYPE Iil 

CAVITY 
WALL - BRICK 
AND CMU 2 U values are tabulated from various sources and rep

resent an average value for the given material. Check 
With manufacturers for actual U values . 

Charles L. Goodman, AlA, Everett I. Brown Company: Indianapolis, Indiana 

WALL TYPES 

International Conference of BUilding CHlclals, see data sources 

8" Il 
ME r 
4 " " " 

TYPE 6 

REINFORCED 
BRICK MASON 
WALL (RBM) 

TYPE e 

CAVITY WALL 
SPLIT FACE CI 
AND CMU 



LL TIES 
O . C . 
TICALLY 

1~~~~~~RIGID 
INSULATION 

'. 

GYPSUM 
D R YWALL 

LINTEL 
CMU 

--f--;o~ WINDOW 

, I I, I DETAILS - SEE 
I II I SECTION B 
I Ii I 

-'------'~ ',,-'---__ -
CTI AT HEAD 

CTION AT SILL 

CTION 

SHING 

L WITH 
RTAR 

EPS 
AGGERED 

AT WOOD 

GYPSUM 
DRYWALL 

GYPSUM 
DRYWALL 

SOLID 
CMU 

JOIST FLOOR 

RIGID 
INSULATION 

GYPSUM 
DRYWALL 

HABITABLE 
SPACE 

~~nu~~~, .~_4_4_,---_B~ 
CTION AT GRADE 

ert J Sanglamo, AlA New York New York 
IS BrOdy & Associates , New York. New York 

FLASHING 

WALL TI E --~!;;~~tH 

META L ------Ym 
REGLET 
24" 0 . C . 

"2" BOLT 
4 '-0" O . C . 

3 X 6 X "4" 

STEEL PLATE 
,- ,fELDED 
TO B OLT 

.. ' .<1 

. .,. 4,. - q t> : ... . 
4. . ~ . <1 

STRUCTURAL 
SLAB 

COMPRESSIB LE 
MATER IAL 

SUSPENDED 
CEILING 

SECTION AT ROOF 

CMU 

WALL 
TIE 

FILL WITH 
GROUT 

LINE OF 
RIG ID 
INSULATION 
IN COLD 
TEMPERA-

TURE AREA J;1~~~~;;~f--
FLASH ING _LLl.:L£.UJ1,,.-l"""==L 

SECTION AT PRECAST CONCRETE 
FLOOR SLAB 

WALL ____ I.' 

TIE 

RIGID 
INSULATION 

GYPSUM 
DRYWALL 

CM U ---~;;T.l-~~rn BASE 

FLASHING 

WEEPS 

SHELF 
ANGLE 

COMPRESS -
IBLE 
MATERIAL 

WALL TIE 

CMU 

FINISHED FLOOR 

~ (J ',' . ' , ' ' po p 

• '( STRUCTURAL. ~ 
.. SLAB .' 4 

. 11, Do . f . tI" 

L --!~-:--r CONCRETE 
• . INSERT 

6 ' 2 ' -0" O . C 
MAX SPACING 

• AND NOT 
MORE THAN 
9" FROM BUTT 
JOINT OFANGLE 

RIGID INSULATION 
NOTE 
CAVITY S PACE 
SHOULD BE NO 
MORE THAN 3 ", 
NO LESS THAN 2" 

SECTION AT 
FLOOR SLAB 

CAST-IN-PLACE 

WALL --__ !!horn 
TIES 

FLASHING 

FILL WITH _ J--' 
MORTAR 

WEEPS 
STAGGERED 

SECTION AT GRADE 

RIGID 
INSULATION 

DRYWALL 

MOISTURE 
PROTECTION 

Z TIE RECTANGULAR 
TIE 

ADJUSTABLE TIES 

TRUSS TYPE 
REINFORCEMENT 

LADDER TYPE 
REINFORCEMENT 

ADJUSTABLE REINFORCEMENT 

CAVITY WALL TIES 

LINE OF 
SHELF 

ANGLE" 

ELEVATION OF WEEP 
HOLE LOCATIONS 

WALL TI E ----=l:7lirn.mlr' 
WITH 
PLASTIC 
DISC 

RIGID 
INSULATION 

CAVITY WALL WITH 
RIGID INSULATION 

FLASHING 

MEMBRANE 
WATER 
PROOFING 

WEEPS 
STAGGERED 

FILL WITH 
MORTAR 

SECTION AT GRADE 

II 

CMU 

2 " MIN. 
3" MAX . 

RIGID 
INSULATION 



METAL 
COPING 

GUTTER/SPLICE/ ANCHOR PLATE 
PLATE ,/ /' ANCHOR 

FACE 
BRICK 

FLASHING 

ALTERNATE 
FLASHING 
LOCATION~"""'''''-.Ll 

TWO ROWS 
OF WEEP 
HOLES 
24" O .C . 
STAGGERE 

RIGID 

H-WALL 
FLASHING 

INSU LATI'Or"~i~~~~~~:'=::~~::-:::-_--"l 
SEALANT 
AND 
BACKUP 
ROD AT 
SOFT 

11---- DOVETAIL 

JOI '---J~3jm~~lJj 
CMU-

ANCHOR SET 
IN DOV ETAIL 
SLOT 
AT 4 ' -0" O .C . 

PEA 
GRAVEL 

FACE 

R IGID 
INSULATION 

GYPSUM WALL 

MU 

BASE 

BR ICK~r::J~ft~~~~~L __ F.,I,..N_'~S~HED FLOOR 

DRI P __ -'=7] 

SOLID CMU 

EXPOSED SLAB DETAIL 

SPACING AT 
IS" O .C . 
VERTICAL 

FLEXIBLE 
DOVETAIL 
ANCHOR 
AT IS" O .C . 
VERTICAL 

FACE 
BRICK 

BOX TIE I PER 4 SQ FT 
OF MASONRY 

J...LJlJI!I~~I:!±::----- CMU 

DOVET A IL ANCHORS AT CORNER 

CMU--__ _ 

FA CE 
BR ICK 

CMU 

ANCHO R / CONCRETE 
COLUMN 

YPSUM 
DRYWALL 

R IGID 
INSULATION 

SHELF A NGLE AT CORN E R C O L UMN 

METAL 
COPING 

CMU -----tw:<L 

PARAPET WALL WITH DOUBLE 
CAVITY 

GENERAL NOTES 

1. Relieving angles should be designed to limit deflec
tion to '/700 of span between wedge inset center
lines . 

2 . The horizontal reinfo rcing whose primary purposes 
are to prevent cracks in the mortar of the CMU 
wythe of masonry and aid in spanning wind load to 
supports should also be used to attach the brick ma
sonry ties. The ties are required only to transfer 
forces due to positive and negative wind pressure 
on the brick wythe of the CMU wythe. 

3 . " Z" type masonry ties should not be used with hol
low CMU masonry . 

4 . Type S mortar should be used where the winds are 
greater than SO miles per hour. 

5. Exterior brick should conform to the requirements of 
ASTM-216. 

6 . The exterior wythe of brick masonry should be 
panelized by the use of horizontal and vertical con
trol joi'lts. 

7. Control joint sizes should accommodate the follow
ing Brick Institute of America Formula Technical 
Note 1SA: 

w 

where: L 
T max . 

T min . 

w 

10.0002 + 0 .000004 (T max . 
- T min.)! L 

length of wall in inches 
maximum mean wall temperature in 
degrees Fahrenheit 
minimum mean wall temperature In de
grees Fahrenheit 
total expansion of wall in Inches 

CONCRETE 
COLUMN 

WEDGE 
INSERT 
BOX 

WHEN ANGLE 
B OLTS ARE 
GREATER THAN 
9" FROM 
CORNER . WELD 
Ifs " TH ICK 

SPLICE PLATE T O 
B OTTOM OF 
RELIEVING AN GLE 
(B OTH PIECES ) 

Theodore 0 Sherman, Lev Zethn Associates, Inc , New York, New York 
Robert J Sanglamo, AlA, New York, New York 

... ... ... -- --... -.....-..... v_ .. l,.. . .. leuu ",.,.r~ 

PRECAST 
COPI NG 

BRICK 

ANCHOR 

CMU PRESSIBLE 
FILLER 
CONTINUOUS 

PARAPET WALL WITH STEEL 
REINFORCING 

Actual joint width in masonry is determined b 
ticipated movement times the limit of compresl 
ity and Ilxpandability of the sealant. Typicall~ 
polysulfide sealants one multiplies anticip 
movement by four, and for urethane sealant ' 
two . Consult manufacturers ' recommendation 
the actual products proposed for use . 

S. When the structural frame of a building is of 
forced concrete, horizontal control joints must 
accommodate the dimensional change due to a 
ipated shrinkage and creep of the concrete colu 

9 . Aligning vertical control joints with the winl 
jambs is good practice for economy. 

10. The number of vertical control joints required sh 
be doubled at the parapet, and vertical control j 
should also be added at 5 to 10 tt from each co 

11 . CMU masonry and brick masonry should not b 
posed on the same parapet , as the CMU exp 
and contracts at different rates than the brick 
sonry, causing parapet cracking. 

12 . The spacing and size of the vertical reinforcing 
parapet are a function of parapet height wall 
local wind pressure. For high-rise buildings . st 
tural deSign is required . 

13. For lateral support requirements consult local co 
14. Refer to Brick Institute of America Technical ~ 

21 , Brick Masonry Cavity Walls . for additiona 
formation. 

FACE----I~ 
BRICK 

R ELI E V I N(3 '9'i;9~I+..JJ1 
ANGLE 

SEALANT 
AND 
BACKUP 
ROD 

• ROD 
ANCf-

H ORtZONTAL CONTROL JOtNT 



ICAL 
F . 

T 
F. 

R . B . M . BEARING 
L - PRECAST 
CRETE FLOOR 

CONCRETE 
TOPPING 

JOINT 
RE INF. 

THROUGH 
WALL 
FLASHING 

WEEP 

RIGID 
INSULATION 

B" BRICK BEARING 
WALL-WOOD 
.JOIST FLOOR 

TIES 

FAC 
BRICK 

RIGID 
INSULATION 

BRICK BEARI NG 
CAVITY WALL- STEEL 
.JOtST FLOOR 

RIGID 

,r-..l..,.."",.V)~>;';"---;;i'--' NSU LA TION 
FINISH IF 
REQU IRED 

INSULATION 

R . B . M . BEARING 
_L- WOOD 

T FLOOR 

rt Joseph Sanglamo. AlA. New York. New York 
Brody & ASSOCiates New York. New York 

12" BRICK BEARING 
WALL- STEEL BEAM 
AND METAL DECK 
FLOOR 

JOIST 
HANGER 

GYPSUM 
DRYWALL 
C E I LING 

B" BRICK BEARING 
WALL-WOOD 
.JOIST FLOOR 

WALL 
TIES 

FACE 
BRICK 

"1~~~-V'~~~~~=- METAL 

BRICK BEARING 
PARTITION FOR 
MECHANICAL SPACE 

12" INTERIOR 
BRICK BEARING 
PARTITION 

WALL 
TIES 

t;:;::;:;::r~EJ:;;:;::;:;::;:rL RIGID 
IN SULATION 

CORES 

BRICK BEARING 
CAVITY WALL- PRECAST 
CONCRETE FLOOR 

-"l~~--eB~~~~lf=CAVITY F ILLED 

BRICK BEARING 

WITH 
INSULATION 

DRYWALL 
ON METAL 
FURR I NG 

CONCRETE 
TOPP ING 

CAVITY WALL- PRECAST 
CONCRETE FLOOR 

GYPSUM 
V'"'fi''T}~''7'':;:r.;m:Irl'/ DRYWALL 

RIGID 
INSULATION 

12" BRICK BEARING 
WALL- PRECAST 
CONCRETE FLOOR 



SQUARE 

4 '/, in . x 4 '/, in . 
6 in. x 6 in. (53/. in . x 53/. in . actual) 
7';' in. x 7 '/, in. 
8 in. x 8 in . (73/. in. x 73/. in . actual) 
9'/, in. x 9'/, in. 
12 in. x 12 in. (11 3/. in . x 11 3/. in. actual) 

115 mm x 115 mm 
190 mm x 190 mm 
240 mm x 240 mm 
300 mm x 300 mm 

Metric sizes are available from foreign manufacturers 
through distributors in the U.S. 

tC
PAT TERNS 
OCCUR ON 
T H E INTERIOR 

"" SURFAC E PRIOR 
TO F USIN G 

" 

The basic glass block unit is made of two halves fused 
together w ith a partial vacuum inside . Faces may be 
clear. figured. or w ith integral rel ief forms. 

STANDARD BLOCK DESIGN 

'Ie" OR lI e" 
INSIDE JOINT 

N 
rtl 

~ 
Q) 
rtl 

' ", 

~ 
Q) i<lin 
<t CD CD 

~ 
b CD 
Q) OJ 

Curved walls may be const ructed to the minimum radii 
(to the inSide surface) indicated above . There are no 
maximum radII 

Table IS based on an outside JOint thickness of % in . and 
an inSide JOint thickness of '/1 In Some manufacturers 
prefer a minImum inSide JOint thickness of 3/" In . Wider 
JOints require a sltghtly larger radiUS . 

CURVED WALL DESIGN 

ri~n 

~~J 
RECTANGULAR 

4 in. x 8 in. (33/. in. x 73/. in. actual) 
6 in. x 8 in. (53/. in. x 73/ . in . actual) 
9 '/, in. x 4 '/, in . · 

+240mmx115mm 

THICKNESSES 

Square and rectangular glass block are available in thick
nesses ranging from a minimum of 3 in . for sol id units 
to a maximum of 4 in . for hollow units . Metric thick
nesses range from 80 mm to 100 mm. 

INSERT OR 
EX T ERIOR 
COATING 

Solid glass block units (glass bricks) are impact resistant 
and allow through vision . 

Solar control unit s have either inserts or exterior coatings 
to reduce heat gain. Coated units require periodic clean
ing to remove alkali and metal Ions that can harm the 
surface coating. Edge drips are required to prevent mois· 
ture rundown on surface. 

J-

SPECIAL SHAPES (CORNERS) 

A limited number of manufacturers have 
to execute corner designs . These units also m 
placed together for varying patterns and forms. 

SURFACE DESIGN 

Surface decoration may be achieved w ith fused-o 
ramic. etching . or sandblast ing . Glass block units 
be split or shipped in halves in order to apply some 
oration to the inside. Blocks then must be resealed 
sealed blocks w ill not perform the same under va 
stresses as factory sealed units. Placement in wa 
panels should be limited to areas receiving mini 
loading. 

EXPANSION JOINTS TYPICAL 
LIMITATIONS OF PANEL SIZE 
MAY RE UIRE PANEL STIFFENERS 
AT SIMILAR LOC ATIONS 

~~ 
\ 

~ 
MANUFACTURERS EXPANSION JOINT 

" \ MATERIAL 

[:~- _==== ___ :--\::1..------ Pr:RMANENTLY ELASTIC SEALING 
COMPOUND 

~ _ _ =_=--f---- e.,(i\I~I.a~A~~IC>~~I~~~~~~~~N JOINT 

~\--------~~---------I/ 

~~/ 
Expansion JOints should be Installed at ev ry chanl 
dIrection of a multi curved wall . at POints of curve~ 
intersectIon WIth straight wall s. and 8t center of c 
ture In excess of 90 d gr es 
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MER()FORM 
SystClll :\cccssorics 

~'1;' Tubes 

Illlll 
~k"dt"1 ~'\,' ~"lllt'1S ,md I,'I\I\"'~ , 
STRUCTURALSPACEFRAMES 

'I". 

\V,,,,,11'11 tubes. brass node 

and panel clips 

~nap-on p,mt>I clips 

F ,'f StfUl'tUf,ll Inqumes such ,'is ~1\ mn,lSIums. st.lcilLJrl1S. 
,lIfef,lft tl,Hlg,lfS. multi ~'urPllSt) h,l/1S. ,',lIlL'PltJS. etc. please 

. FFFiaP """-JII4!i 

Comer glass clamp 

see r-..1ERLI STRUCTURES. INC In LISA Sweets section 05160. 

For the name and !t'Iel'''''''' , , 
numl't'r of \ l'lJI II.-x',ll ~ H ~;,'" • 

design consultant al1,1 lull 
tt'ChI1IC,ll sup~-x'r1. l,It',' '.> ~ 

MERO SYSTEMS GR 
MERO Structures. irK 
Nll~ WI8810 Mequon R,'.h1 

PO Box 610 
Germantown. WI 530:: 

Phone: 800 323·0072 • 



~l)FORM - The MI2 System 

IK\\ \111 Tube 

," .' ','ne MEROFORM 
r . 

.' .... ,. System have 
• '. 'S on ·,oth sides 
.' ~ ~~ lei "or pres-
".' ERO-"0 t, 

" ':. ~he . loe length is 
• • :-,: "11 center node to 
#". ~ 

. < .... 

, ttIH\! lube Diameters 

l 

',"2 - 11 tube diameter ('Is in.) 

wa ' thickness 
wall thickness 
wall thickness 

1mm 
1mm 
2mm 

'''? 30mm tube diameter (Woo in.) 

Nail thickness 
Nail thickness 
wall thickness 
solid tube 

1.5mm 
1.5mm 

2mm 

Standard measure L1 

1 ''Y,. In 

46mm 

I-)O-~ • 
J 

MEROFORM Product 
Description and Finishes 

Mi2 Nodes 
Steel and aluminum nodes are 
cold-press formed. Plastic 
nodes are injection molded. 

MU Tubes 
All tubes are round tubing with 
spanner sleeves connected to 
bolts on each end. 

Steel nodes and tubes 

---~--. 

1302S/MER 
BuyLine 2108 

MEROFORM MU ~()de 

The M12 node is the con
necting element of the MERO
FORM Construction System. 
The node has 18 tapholes pro
viding three basic patterns; 5, 6 
and 7 taphole configurations 
yield 45", 60" and 90" connec
tions respectively . 

... 

MEROFORM node M12 
46mm 
1'/·,. In 

MEROFORM Systems 
Measurement 

The lengths of the MEROFORM 
tubes increase in a geometrical 
ratio by the factor -.12. 

In addition to standard metric 
and English lengths, we can 
also provide custom lengths 
upon request. 

The M12 System is based on 
12 millimeter threading. 

Aluminum nodes and tubes 
are available in chrome, pow
der-coated, polished brass and 
other anodized finishes. 

Plastic nodes and tubes 
are available in chrome, red, 
black and white. 

Wooden Tubes 30M12 
are only available in a ma

n finish with brass 



--..:..=".: .... 

In[l~rior and Retail Environments 

MERO, the world's leading spaceframe manufacturer, has been 
providing innovative systems for both decorative and structural 
applications over the past 50 years Today, we offer a diverse 
line of products, including 

• MEROFORM - the original tube and node system 
• MEROTRUSS - lightweight steel trussing 
• MERODOME - domes and curved segments 
• VOLUMA - panel connector system 

We also provide complete design and engineering services. Our 
dedicated staff and network of representatives will gladly assist 
you with your project from concept to completion. 

Project: MEROFORM Euroshop '90 
Arch/Designer: Multi-Media 

MEROFORM's versatile c&rnponents and ac
cessories adapt to many different environ
ments, including: 

• lobbies and corporate interiors 
• restaurants and night clubs 
• malls, retail settings and kiosks 

Quality components, choice of finish and a 
full line of accessories and lighting ensure 
you of functional and visually appealing de
signs. 

Project: MEROFORM Neon Tube 

Project: Dialog Civic Center 
Arch/Designer: Atelier Brose 

- r . 

~~ - - -:-:.-~ ..... -~ ... : ~~-: 

MIl Tuhe 

'. 22M12 - 22mm tube d 

wall thickness 
wall thickness 
wall thickness 

1~ X».i12 - 30mm tube ( 

wall thickness 
wall thickness 
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" Gold Bond Durasan Prefinished Gypsum Wall Panels 

Limitations 
High Heat 

Durasan wall panels have the same limitations regarding heat as 
regular gypsum wallboard and should not be used In areas where 
surface temperatures will exceed 125°F. 

Durasan wall panels are not sUitable for use behind stoves where 
direct heat or steam could affect the panel covering. 

Moisture Conditions 

Durasan panels should not be used around bath tubs, In shower 
enclosures or In areas where panels will be subject to free 
mOisture. 

When Durasan panels abut concrete floors and/or ceilings, cut 
the panel to allow a minimum of ~" clearance between panels 
and floors and/or ceilings to prevent potential wicking. 

Treated Lumber 

If Durasan panels will be applied over treated lumber, tests should 
be conducted prior to application to be sure the chemical treat
ment of the wood does not affect the bond or color of the panel 
covering. 

Masonry Walls 

Do not apply Durasan panels over wet or damp masonry walls. 
Mildew or staining problems could result if the walls are not dry 
or will not remian dry. 

Trim Application 

Plastic, wood or metal trim must be applied at both floor and 
ceiling. 

Trim should be applied carefully to Durasan panels to avoid 
creating excessive pressures which might later cause delamina
tion of the covering. 

Color Variation 

Since manufacturers of the vinyl film used on Durasan panels 
furnish to a commercial color match, minor color variations are 
possible. Therefore, care should be taken during application to 
ensure that panels applied on single walls or visual areas are 
color matched to minimize any such variations in the vinyl film. 

Installing Durasan Panels 

Several methods of installation may be used with Gold Bond 
Durasan products in order to meet specific job requirements. As 
in regular drywall construction, ceilings are installed first, before 
Durasan paneling is erected. Panels are attached vertically. 
Durasan should not be applied to ceilings. 

Nailing 

Durasan panels are easily attached to wood studs or furring with 
colored nails (Color Pins) which are available to match most 
Durasan patterns and colors. For attaching )t2" and %" Durasan, 
use 1 %" Color Pins. When applying Durasan over existing walls, 
use 1 %" Color Pins. Space 12" o.c. and drive pins to penetrate 
framing a minimum of W'. A plastic headed or padded hammer 
should be used. 

Adhesive Nail-on 

To avoid visible fasteners on exposed surfaces, 
may be applied to metal or wood studs or furrln , " 
Durasan panels should be pre-bowed overnight' \.\,:' 
surface concave. 

Apply Gold Bond MC (Modified Contact) Adhesive tu m, ' 
wood studs or fUrring in a continuous ~" bead or Intl'w'-", 
~" beads 3" long, 6" apart. Where panel edges abut, ar: ,', 
parallel beads, one along each edge of the framing mr,fY'. 

Press the panel firmly in placeagainstthefreshlyappll'''1 ;1':' , 

Then tilt panel back to allow partial flash-off of snlv' '" , 
minimum of 5 minutes and then re-apply pane "I:: 
or screw at corners only. 

Laminate with Joint Compound 

Durasan panels can be laminated to existing suriacc', v. '. 
Sta-Smooth or Ready-Mix joint compounds. JOint compr'" . 
applied as nominal 5" ribbons of four ~ " x ~ " beads lu(, ,', 
around the perimeter and center of the panels. An allern.!', 
2" diameter daubs )t2" thick, 16" o.c. 

Edge Grip Clip 

This system provides mechanical attachment ar 
; illV' ,I 

ment of wallboard edges over steel framing, cr tllr •• 
any other sound wall surface. The clip is positioneu tJ' :ne I" I . 
the board and the prongs are driven into the board edell", I., 
clip along one edge of the board is in turn attached cjlr('r ~ , . 
the studs or wall surface. As each panel is installed the UII . " 
come hidden by the panel edges. For complete appIiCilll(,' 
structions refer to Form 3695. 

Demountable Partitions 

Durasan panels are ideal for use with the Gold Bond CI \]' , 
Movable Wall System. For complete informatior 0"1IS ~;,'," 
requestTechnical Bulletin No.1 0-9091, Durasa Is ;11".1 

well-suited for use with many other proprietary ~:jr, In SY"~" 

Patterns in high quality vinyl and fabric, factory bonded to gypSU 
rT'I ... , ...... 



« 

Durasan Armor Wall 

Durasan Arrnor Wall is a gypsum wallboard panel laminated with 
a rigid 22-mil textured vinyl film. Since Durasan Armor Wall is 
highly impact resistant and impervious to most stains, mars, scuffs 
and tears, it is ideally suited for areas where walls are subject to 
unusual abuse. In fact, even after multiple harsh scrubbings, these 
walls retain their original good looks. 

Note: 
Armor Wall is available In custom colors and Stipple, Twill, Burlap 
and Grasscloth patterns with a minimum 15,000 square foot order. 

I, -.. 

/~ 

// 
Ideal lor clean room applications, Durasan Armor Wall is used in Dallas 
Sp.miconductor's Class I clean room. (Armor Wall White) 

The strength 01 rigid vinyl Durasan Armor Wall is perfect for high 1,.1" • <' 

such as this food service operation. (Armor Wall Oyster White) 
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". Section One 

Basic Heat 
Pump 
System 

In the cllgs heat pump system, a long-life 
high-strength plastic pipe is buried be
neath the earth's surface. Depending on 
available land area, the pipe will be placed 
in either a horizontal or vertical configura
tion (Figure 1.3). Water or a water and 
antifreeze solution circulates through the 
closed-loop pipe, transporting bgi!Lto the 
heat pump in the wlIlter and away from_ 
the -heat pump.mu:ing the summex_ 

The heat energy exchange between the 
circulating fluid in the ground heat ex
changer and the heat pump occurs in the 

HEAT PUMP 

WATER 

DEPTH t 1111 FLOW 
200-300 ft. ~ 

\~ 

FIGURE 1.3: System Configurations 

~Ieat P,ump 
Configura
tions 

Heat pumps are described in terms oftheir 
inputs and outputs. In this manual the 
inputs or sources are air and water (liquid) 
and the outputs are air and/or water. Con
sequently, there are four types of heat 

heat pump's water-to-refrigerant ~~~_~~~-=
chang!1L. Hence, the name water-source 
heat pump since water or another fluid is 
used as the heat exchange medium. Other 
than this water heat exchanger, which re
places the outdoor air unit, the basic com
ponents in a water-source heat pump are 
the same as an air-source unit. Because 
there is no reguir~me_ntJor an ou~door fan 
unit for heat exsh~nge, (ill outdoor abQY.f
ground compone!1ts __ ~!~ eliminated. Also, 
there are no defrost components since de
frost cycles are eliminated. 

HEAT PUMP 

2. air-to-water 
3. water-to-air and 
4. water-to-water 
The most common type of heat pump to 

date is the air-to-air unit. Its greatest mar-

, 

r 
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COOL SUPPLY AIR 
TO CONDITIONED SPACE 

~}t~~ DOMESTIC WATER 

o REFRIGERANT 
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"':>~:: (ANTI FREEZE SOLUTION) 

DOMESTIC 
HOT WATER 
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DOMESTIC WATER 

IN ---. 
OUT ....-

IGURE 1.7: Cooling Cycle 
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Earth Coil Type: Vertical - Single U-Bend 

Water Flow: 

Pipe Sizes: 

Bore Length: 

Pipe Length: 

Series 

1, 1 1/2, & 2 inches 

165 to 200 feet/ton 

230 to 400 feet/ton 

t 
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7Q -;- Section Four 

the inlet and outlet, large-diameter head
ers are used. 

In summary, parallel systems have the 
following advantages and disadvantages: 

PARALLEL SYSTEM ADVANTAGES: 
1. lower cost pipe because smaller 

diameter 
2. less antifreeze required 
3. lower installation labor cost 

PARALLEL SYSTEM DISADVAN-
TAGES: 

1. special attention to assure air re
moval 

2. flow balancing between each parallel 
path to result in equal length loop", 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 describe some basic 
elements of the horizontal and vertical 
ground heat exchangers in series and 
parallel flow arrangements. 

SERIES - HORIZONTAL PARALLEL - HORIZONTAL J 

/ SUPPLY HEADER 

I iBRANCH 

RETURN .-J J 

J ,-REVERSE RETURN 

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
FIGURE 4.7: Series and Parallel Horizontal Systems 

SERIES - VERTICAL PARALLEL - VERTICAL 

I jSUPPLY LINE I I t '(// [ 

V LOOP 

'-- U-BEND 

(

SUPPLY HEADER 

REVERSE 
RETURN 

\, 

... 

1 
J 

"r- RETURN 
HEADER 

V LOOP 

'-- U-BEND , 





A superior alternatiove. To create buildings of distinctive 
character and durability, use Burnished Masonry Units. 
Choose from a wide range of classic stone finishes: pink 
granite, terrazzo, cream limestone and dark-gray onyx. 

An exceptional value. Build today with low-installed costs. 
~ Save tomorrow with easily maintained surfaces that require 

minimal refinishing. 

A durable choice. Concrete masonry assures quality con
struction, and burnished surfaces offer the lasting beauty 

Apache Brown 

Saddle Tan 

Police & Fire 
Training Center 

Southwestern 
Bell Telephone 

Building 

of stone. An integral water-repellent agent and clear acrylic 
coating provide maximum durability. 
Flexible design options. Choose one or two vertical raked 
scores or use the full face of the unit to achieve the desired 
design effect. 
A versatile material. Burnished Ma,'lry Units provide outstand
ing interior and exterior surfaces for r lny types of buildings, 
including schools, shopping centers, office buildings, 
hospitals, churches, banks, apartments and detention facilities. 

m 
~ 8" 1F 
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HIGH-RESOLUTION 
COLOR MONITOR 

TOUCH-SENSITIVE 
SCREEN 

\ 

/ 
SPEAKER FOR 
OPTIONAL AUDIO-VIDEO 

DISPLAY 

\tonitor Size I H , \\ , [) Inchn I 

14-inch (I.~ x I!) x Ie)) 
I()-Inch (II x I)-=; '< IHI 
2()lmh (IH-) x 20 ~ x 19 -)) 

\tonitor Type 

\I1J1lllchromr or S\( .. \ color II ith rnolution up to 
1()2 j x -()H pi\l'b 

Colors 

Pait't1e of 2~6 color, from 2~()()()() anilahle for 
lligltlLed grJphio and photo, 

Fonts 

'\on: than 2()() iont tlpe' and ,izn alailJhle: 
cu,tom font, ;!IJilahle 

52" TO CENTER 
OF MONITOR-

OPTIONAL_ 
PRINTER 

PC -PROCESSOR 

SPECIFICATIONS 

EQUIPMENT 

Interface 

Touch ,neen 
~kmbrJne knpad 
Enyironmentalll ,ealed 12·hutton keypad 

Processor 

_-IH6,\ -ha,ed 
2 ~IB RA\\ 
-10 \1(; hard drin' 
DOS )0 

Capacity 

l'p to one million directorl namn 

lp to HOO grJphio including dlgit1Lt:d pllturn. 
tloorpiam and logo, 

OPTIONAL 
MAINFRAME 

LINK ~I~;.·· 

/ /{Q: 
~ 

~ / ~ 
DIRECTORY ...--~. 
TERMINALS 

t:PDATING 

• Floppy di,k from Upd.lll 1(,[111:::. 

• \et\\'urk from uplbll' II rillili. 

• :'Iietwork from nUln!r.rrlll I" .:: 

then to each diml'lI 

• \\odem connn'" 
loading updatl'l 
diagnostICs WII/, 

"II· 

• Connect multipk 11111,,1111.' 

terminal 

For further information call: 
~ ..... ---- ~, ...... , 

r (\'" ( "(J1 
c. ~ \\"'" 

'--......... -- . '--'" >.........- .' 

rSA: 
pmEIDO\ SYSTDI\ Inc IHl)H~. Flatiron Coun. Boulder. ColorJ(lo HO-l()] 

1.-10_-1) ~4l)-~l)l)l). (HOOI HH2-20()2. Fax IW-\I Hl)-44l)() 

El'ROPE: 

,. fL_ , 

I. '\",.. 
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Scored AGGRE-BLOK units offer 
numerous design selections utilizing 
scale, pattern and color, A sampling 
of the possibilities is shown below: 

DA1 

t Other scoring patterns available. 
, ... 
, 

) 

Y. 

MODULAR COURSING 

STANDARD 

1 . . MORTAR BED 
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UGHTWEIGHT 
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JPport the folb.. 
impairment to_II. 

30 days 
ninutes 

5 minutes 

castor - 10 eyelet 
castor - 2000 C)tlft 

( 88 lb. 

( 10 lb. steel ~n· 

p.s.f. 

3-i'9 
(2) 
A 208.1 
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Versatile Tee-Cor D Support Systems provide four 
understructure options (bolted stringer shown). 

Tec-Cor lllM steel-clad wood core 
panels provide strong, lightweight 
support for computer rooms and 
controlled environments. An 
exceptionally cost-effective access 
flooring solution, wood core panels 
have minimal deflection and are 
easy to install or rearrange. 

Bonded construction ensures 
excellent concentrated, uniform, 
and rolling load performance. 

Hemmed panel edge provides 
additional structural strength 
and integrity. 

Wood core absorbs sound and 
provides low heat transmission. 

Trim is mechanically locked 
continuously along the edge. 

Nested panel and understruc
ture prevents lateral movement. 

Hemmed edge provides 
continuous positive electrical 

conductivity through the panel 
structure. 
'; Top steel sheet is uniformly 
supported by core, eliminating 
noisy thin spots and dimpling. 
~ Innovative Tec-Cor II support 
system features four pedestal head 
options, see pages B, 9. 

excellent load-bearing performance. 

Tee-Cor n Performance Ratings 

CONCENTRATED UNIFORM·' ROLUNG 

4 POINT EDGE 4 PO~NT EDGE 
SUPPORT SUPPORl SUP SUPPORT 

. .. . 

1,000 1,250250 300 Tec-Cor n 

4 POINT EDGE 
SUPPORT SUPPORT 

2,600 ·3,400-1000/800 1000/800 

'C-TEC has tested its floor systems to "Recommended Test Procedures for Access Aooring"-Ceiling and' Interior 
Construction AssOCiatIOn (CISCA AlF) of which Uniform and Impact test procedures are not included. 
1 Uniform load data is based on a maximum deflection of .048 inch. TYPical under access floor slabs have uniform 
load capacities less than the rating of the lowest uniform load capacity of any C-TEC floor system. 
2 Impact tests based on 36" high drops onto 1 In.2 area without system u~imate failure. 

10270/Cft 

Bu"ln.2871 
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c.e Safety Standard No. 302 
If' :'~'~t.~.c; 
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• " C ~rl cf Friction 

No effect 

Softening 

Softening 

No effect 

No effect 

No effect 

No effect 

No effect 

No effect 

No effect 

Light effect 

No effect 

light effect 

No effect 
Possible staining and softening 

Possible staining and softening 

No effect 

Light effect 
Possible staining and softening 

Softening 
Possible staining and softening 

Possible staining 

No effect 

Staining 

Possible staining 
No effect 

No effect 

No effect 

No effect 

Possible staining 

POSSible staining 

080' 120 mm) 

Homogeneous 

79" 

98' 

71 76 SQ yd. 

3301bs. 

Will not crack or break when bent 
around a 1.5· diameter cylinder 

Static load: 700 p.s.i. 
ROiling load: 2,900 p.s.i. 

Taber Abraser with H22 wheel. 
1.000 gram load after 5.000 cycles 

Percentage weight loss 0 87% 
Loss In thickness .003 Inches 

Meets or exceeds reqUIrements for Class I 
Life Safety Code 101 as tested NFPA 253. 

ASTM E-648 Critical Radiant Flux 

10" ohm 

Coefficient 01 thermal 
conductivity = 0.17 w/mk 

Matenal does not Ignite 

Most colors achieve 8 on the blue scale 
18 IS the maXimum} U.v. resistance: 

U.v. safe; can be used outdoors 

Meets or exceeds ASTM 0-638 
II} A-direction 1600 PSI 
12) B-dlrectlon 1650 p.S.l . 

ASTM C-l028-84 SMOOTH STUDDED 

10 

09650/FOR 
BuyLine 7258 
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PREMIER A T Series Installer's Guide 

MODEL 
ATH010, 013 
ATH016,019 
ATH022,028 
ATH034 
ATH040 046 

LEFT-HAND 
RETURN AIR 

A B 
22.5 44 
22.5 53 
22.5 63 
25.5 63 
25.5 72 

C 
17.3 
19.3 
19.3 
19.3 
21.3 

D E 
19.0 1.1 
23.0 2.0 
35.0 1.5 
31.1 3.5 
39.0 1.3 

All water in, out and desuperheater connections are I' FPT union 
All low wltage knockouts are 7/8' 
All unit line wltage knockouts are 1 118' 

F G H 
1.1 15.0 7.2 
1.1 17.0 10.4 
1.1 17.0 10.4 
1.0 17.0 10.4 
1.1 19.0 13.6 

RIGHT-HAND 
RETURN AIR 

END DISCHARGE 

I J K 
7.4 8.0 9.7 
7.1 8.3 9.3 
7.1 8.3 9.3 
7.1 8.3 9.3 
5.8 7.8 13.3 

Filter rack extends beyond side of cabinet 2 118' with I' duct connection flange and are removable 
Electric heater power knockouts 1 118' and 1118' 

OPTIONAL FILTER RACK 

MODEL A 
ATH010, 013 20.2 
ATH016,019 242 
ATH022, 028, 034 36.2 
ATHn40 n4fi 37 ;> 

Page 3 

L M 
6,0 4.0 
4.3 1.8 
4.3 1.8 
4.3 1.8 
5.0 1.9 

B C D E 
162 1.8 0.5 4.5 

18.2 1.2 0.5 4.5 

18.2 1.2 0.5 4.5 

20.2 1.8 0.5 45 
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PREMIER AT Ssrles Installer's Guide 

e=.~ '1 .... - __ He. Nut. 
(by oth •• ) 

Figure 18 

Figure 2 - Horizontal Drain conne~ 
-Included with unit 

"""!:!:::Je:l;;:::::=----Draln 

Figure 3 - Unit Pitch for Drain 

located on the underside of the bottom panel. When 
attaching the hanger rods to the bracket, a double nut is 
recommended since vibration could loosen a single nut. The 
unit should be pitched approximately 1/4" towards the drain 
in both directions, to facilitate condensate removal. See 
Figure 3. Use only the bolts provided in the kit. The use of 
longer bolts could damage internal parts. 

Some residential applications require an attic floor 
installation of horizontal units. In this case, the unit is set in 
a full size secondary drain pan on top of a vibration 
absorbing mesh. The secondary drain pan prevents possible 
condensate overflow or water leakage damage to the ceiling. 
The secondary drain pan is usually placed on a plywood base 
isolated from the ceiling joists by additional layers of 
vibration absorbing mesh. 

DUCT SYSTEM 
An air outlet collar is provided on vertical top flow units and 

Page 5 

with a minimum of one-inch duct insulation. Application of 
the unit to uninsulated ductwork in an unconditioned space is 
not recommended as the unit's performance will be 
adversely affected. 

For vertical bottom flow units, cut the air discharge floor 
opening at least 1(2" larger than unit air outlet. Protect 
opening edges In combustible flooring with sheet metal 
overwrap. Discharge air only Into a suitable supply dud 
system and do not locate registers or opening's directly 
under unit air outlet. 

If the unit is connected to existing ductwork, a previous 
check should have been made to assure that the duct has the 
capacity to handle the air required for the unit application. If 
ducting is too small, as in the replacement of heating only 
systems, larger ductwork should be installed. All existing 
ductwork should be checked for leaks and repairs. 

The duct system should be sized to handle the design airflow 
quietly. Due to increased runtime at lower airflows, the 
PREMIER AT diffusers should be sized for 75% of design 
airflow. To maximize sound attenuation of the unit 
blower, the supply and return plenums should Include 
Internal duct liner of glass flber or be of ductboard 
construction for the flrst few feet. If air noise or excessive 
air flow is a problem, the blower speed can be changed. See 
the Blower Performance and Fan Speed sections for further 
instructions. 

BE SURE TO REMOVE THE FOAM SHIPPING 
MATERIAL FROM THE BLOWER THROAT 
BEFORE CONNECTING DUCTWORK. 

WATER PIPING 
All PREMIER AT source water connections are swivel 
piping fittings that accept a 1" Male Pipe Thread (MPD (see 
Figure 2). The swivel connector has a rubber gasket seal 
similar to a garden hose gasket, which when mated to the 

This side is sOide,:'eaKJed Fie Locking Ring Rin 

to the unit tubing 

Figure 3A 
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nush end of any I" threaded pipe provides a leak-free seal 
without the need for thread sealing tape or compound. 
Check to Insure that the rubber seal Is In the swivel 
connector prior to attempting any connection. The 
rubber seals are shipped attached to the air coil inside the 
blower comparunent. 

To make the connection to a ground loop system, mate the 
brass connector (supplied in CK4L & CK4S connector kits) 
against the rubber gasket in the swivel connector, and thread 
the female locking ring onto the pipe threads, while 
maintaining the brass connector in the desired direction (see 
Figure 3A). Tighten the connectors by hand and then gently 
snug the fitting with pliers to provide a leak proof joint. 
When connecting to an open loop (ground water) system, 
thread any 1" MPT fitting (PVC or copper) into the swivel 
connector and tighten in the same manner as noted above. 
The open and closed loop piping system should include 
pressure/temperature taps for serviceability! 

Never use flexible hoses smaller than 1" inside diameter 
on the unit and limit hose length to 10 ft. per connection. 
Check carefully for water leaks. 

WATER QUALITY 
The unit may be ordered with either a copper or a cupro
nickel coaxial heat exchanger. Copper is adequate for closed 
loop and open loop ground water systems which are not high 
in mineral content. In conditions anticipating moderate scale 
formation or in brackish water, a cupro-nickel heat 

The water loop is usually maintained between 60°F and 90°F 
(PREMIER AT units allow 20°F - 110°F EWT) for proper 
heating and cooling operation. This is done with a cooling 
tower and a boiler. 

Electric h •• 
_mbly 
(Opllonal) 

318'. Thr.8deel roel. 
(6) on "T040-046 

/ "" Drain per 
Flgur.2 

On~rcoil, 
eI.or.nd 

PREMIER A T Series Installer'S Guide 

exchanger is recommended. In ground water situations where 
scaling could be heavy or where biological growth such as Iron 
bacteria will be present, a closed loop system is recommended. 
Ground water unit heat exchanger coils may over a period of 
time lose heat exchange capabilities due to a buildup of mineral 
deposits inside. These can be cleaned. but only by a qualified 
service mechanic as acid and special pumping equipment are 
required. Desuperheater coils can likewise become scaled 
and possibly plugged. In areas with extremely hard water, 
the homeowner should be informed that the heat exchanger 
may require occasional acid flushing. 

FREEZE PROTECTION 
Set the freeze protection switch SWI #7 on the printed circuit 
board for applications using a closed loop antifreeze solution to 
LOOP. On applications using an open loop/ground water 
system, set to WELL (the factory setting). 

CONDENSATE DRAIN 
The internal condensate drain assembly consists of a drain tube, 
which is brazed to the drain pan, a 3/4" PVC female adapter, 
and a flexible connecting hose. The female adapter may exit 
either the front or the side of the vertical cabinet. The adapter 
will be glued to the field-installed PVC condensate piping. On 
vertical units, a condensate hose is inside all cabinets as a 
trapping loop, therefore an external trap is not necessary. On 
horizontal units, an external trap is required. See Figure 2. If a 
vent is necessary, an open stand pipe may be applied to a tee in 
the field-installed condensate piping. 

To reject excess heat from the water loop, the use of a 
closed circuit evaporative cooler or an open type cooling 
tower with a secondary heat exchanger between the tower 
and the water loop is recommended. If an open type cooling 

• 
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Steps: 
1) Make sure any valves in desuperheater water 

circulating circuit are open. Never operate the 
DHW circulating pump dry. 

2) Tum on PREMIER AT unit to first stage heat. 
3) DHW pump should be running. Be sure DHW 

pump disable switch (SW2) is ON. DHW OFF LED 
on the unit should not be illuminated. 

4) The temperature difference between water entering 
and leaving the desuperheater should be 5° to 15°. 
The water flow should be approximately 0.4 gpm per 
ton of nominal cooling. 

5) Allow unit to heat water 15 to 20 minutes to be sure 
operation is normal. 

6) When the pump is first started. 
open the inspection port until 
water dribbles out, then replace. 
Allow the pump to run for at 
least 5 minutes to insure water 
has filled the circulator properly. 

PREMIER A T Series Installer's Guide 

DESUPERHEATER NOTE: 
When servicing a unit's refrigeration circuit, it is always 
good practice to disable the de superheater pump. This can be 
accomplished by using the DHW pump disable switch 
located on the front of the unit cabinet near the LED 
annunciator panel. The red DHW OFF LED will illuminate, 
indicating the DHW pump is disabled. DO NOT RUN 
DHW PUMP DRY. IF THE UNIT IS PLACED IN 
OPERATION BEFORE THE DESUPERHEATER 
PIPING IS CONNECTED, BE SURE THE PUMP 
SWITCH IS SET TO THE OFF POSITION. 

Venting 
Waste Valve 

/

orvent 
Coupling 

Cold Hot 

PIT Relief 
Valve 

In 

Drain Valve 

Figure 9 - Typical Desuperheater InsUllkltion 

Venting 
Waste Valve 

or Vent 
/couPling 

I'"T"" ___ 

Long Elbow 

Coaxial Drain 
Tee 

~\ 
PfT Relief 

Valve 

Drain Valve 

Hot 

PIT Relief 
Valve 

~,q;L ..... . 

Drain Valve 

Figure 10 - Desuperheater InsUllkltion In Preheat Tank 
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SCREEN 
THICKNESS 

1/4" 
3/8" 
1/2" 

WM 
1-13/16" 
2-114" 
2-1/4" 

WS 
112" 
3/4" 
3/4" 

EXTRUDED 
___ ALUMINUM SASH 

CENTERED ON AND 
ATTACHED 
TO BASE WITH 
SHEET METAL 
SCREWS 

EXTRUDED 
ALUMINur,1 
SASE 

Adds 4-1/4" to overall size of 
screen; reduces viewing area by 
1" in each dimension. Suitable 
for CINEGLASS, CINEPLEX, and 
DIAMOND SCREEN in any size 
or thickness. -

11111 2()() 

101. ," .I~n .IS the System 300, but extruded to a slightly 

. .II dll, kness. Suirable tor Cineglass or Cineplex in 114" or 31 

tI""ugh R'xIO'. 

'llllllllO 

, lr smaller Cinescreens. 

I,dl height ,Ind widrh of 

"l\lIng area by 7/S" in each 

I "I ( Illeplcx screens through 

11 IIll'gJ.tsS rhrough 1I4"x4'x5'. 
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'suhstrate 

hickness 
Maximum 

Screen Size 

Weight Per 

Lineal Foot 

Rear Screen 
11132/DRC 

BuyLine 3260 

Installation and 
Maintenance 

Mounting and Framing 
Cinescreens can be installed wirh either side toward the audience. 

Placing the polished (uncoated) side out protects rhe opticallv coared 

side, bur may result in annoying reflections from lighrs or windows . 

Cinescreens wirh TufKore or ArmorKote may safeh' be mounted with 

rhe coated side out (barring accidents or abuse). 

Any rear screen should be installed only after all construction has heen 

complered, including painting and cleanup. Installarion should be 

made by qualified glaziers according to srandard indoor glazing 

practice. Only pre-finished framing mare rials should be used, Jnd 

screen musr be isolated from load bearing. Large Cineplex acrylic 

panels should be [Op clamped. Sucrion cups and other glass handling 

equipment musr be used only on rhe uncoared side. 

Suggestions for Maintenance 
Cinescreens should be cleaned only with mild soapy warer and a soft, 

lint-free cloth. Blot dry. Prorecr screen ar all rimes from paints, oils. 

solvents, abrasives, and waxes. A drape, shade, or similar covering (0 

prorect panel is desirable. 

Typical Methods of Installation 
(Framing Materials by Others) 

CINEGLASS Screen 

lead or fell pad 

screw --&-- wa" or 
partition 

HOTE-
l Gnp dimenSion "0" should be -

Thlckne.. Min. Mal. 
114' 3/8" 518 
3/8" 112" 314 
1/2" 3/4" I 

2 A minimum of 114" clearance should be allowed along glass 
edges for insertion Frame musllsolate glass trom load bearing 

Flexible Rear Projection Screens 

CINEPLEX 

:i 
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PART 1 - GENERAL 

1.01 - Descripllon of Work 

A Provide a universal custom In·wall Home 
Theatre that produces theatre realism In a hOmf 
enVIronment Adaptable to most video proJec
tors. trw screen can be Installed In most any 
viewing area The screen prOduces a bright 
high contrast. high resolutIOn Image from any 
format Single mirror and double mirror deSign 
Insures easy prOjector access and maximum 
bnghtness 

B Furnish prOlectlOn screen. mirror (or m,r· 
rors). mirror stand. projector stand and video 
prOJector (optlOnalJ as specIfied herein and as 
noted lor an easy. complete and proper 
Installation 

1.02 - Quality Assurance 

A The prOjection screen mirror and video pro
lector (optional) Included heretO shall be pro
vided by UNI-SCREEN. Jnc .. Honcon. Wisconsin 

B All screen components support frames. pro
lectors. mirror components. relays and connec
tions to meet the reqUirements 01 listed 
components 

C Screen surface shall be made to resist tears 
Irom normal wear 

1.03 - Project Conditions 

A PrOVide a Ilght·free enclosure. by others. 
s'ze as required for InstallatiOn of complete unit 

PART 2 - PRODUCTS 

2.01 - Manufacturer 

A UNI·SCREEN. Inc. 263 Kansas St. 
Honcon. WisconSin 

2.02 - Equipment 

A Screens 

1 UNI·SCREEN US 2500 - an economical. 
all·purpose tough flexible matenaJ for rooms 
where ambient light can be controlled 
Works best In dark to low light levels SpeCial 
mounllng frame holds material flat resulting 
In a sharp. high contrast picture A gain of 
2.5. 

2 UNI-SCREEN US 1500 - a ngld acrylic 
substrate With a speclaJ 1 5 gain diffuSion 
coaling ExclUSive overcoat protects optical 
coating Works well In rooms where ambient 
light can be controlled Moderate light levels 
recommended. Wide viewing angles. excel
lent contrast and high resolullOn. 

3. UNI-SCREEN US 6000 - a cast fresnal/ 
lenticular screen for use In rooms where 
ambient light cannot be controlled. Works 
well under moderate to high ambient light 
conditIOns. Good contrast and good hOrIZon
tal viewing angles Limited vertical viewing 
angle of 300 A gain of 6. 

4 UNI-SCREEN US 5500 BMX - a two ele
ment comblnallon screen that adds a black 
stnpe to the lenticular surface - for use 
under extreme ambient light conditions. Not 
recommended for graphics Best contrast In 

SPECIFICATIONS ------------------------------------------
bnght amblenrllght Available only In 72' 
and 84" diagonals Gain IS 55 Vertical view
Ing angle of 300 

B Screen Frame 

1 Extruded aluminum frame 50z per lineal 
foot. available In salin sliver or charcoal 
bronze anodized aluminum 

C Mirror 

1 Front surface type 94% reflective w/ad
Justable support bracket 

D Video Projector (optional) 

1 UN I-Theatre . 1 1 focal length Compati
ble proJectors. GE Imager 150 Runco All 
models. Harmon Video senes II. Zenith Pro 
541 or PV 885 

2 UNI-Theatre· 1.5 focal length Compati
ble with all projectors with 1.5 focal length 

2.03 - Fabrication 

A All screen frames. support brackets and pro
Jector stands to be tabrlcated by UNI·SCREEN. 
Inc. for easy assembly 

PART 3 - EXECUTION 

3.01 - Inspection 

A Installer shall Inspect all areas to receive 
equipment to determine that the conditions are 
In accordance with dimenSions and 
specifications 

3.02 - Installation 

A Installer to assemble unit In stnct accor
dance with manufacturer's pnnted Instructions 
Adjust as required to Insure proper operation 

3.03 • Clean-up 

• 
" 

A Dunng the work keep prerr ~s ". 
any unnecessary accumulatlor IG. 

ment. surplus materials. and d· 

SINGLE MIRROr; 

DOUBLE MIRROR 

TYPICAL FRAME DETAIL 

SINGLE MIRROR UNIT 

FOCAL DIAGONAL MIN SCREEN HEIGHT OF DEP1" 
LENGTH VIEWING AREA OPENING SILL (HJ ADO'.' 

1.1 72" - 4325 X 57.63 4575 X 60.13 19.75 S·J.~ 5C 
64" - 505 X 67.25 53.0 X 69.75 19.75 5. 

100" - 60.0 X 60.0 625 x 62.5 1975 6£ 
120" - 720 X 960 745 x 96.5 19.75 7:. 

1.5 72" - 43.25 X 5763 4575 X 6013 19.75 6' 

64" - 50.5 x 67.25 53.0 X 69.75 19.75 i( 

100" - 60.0 X 60.0 62.5 x 62.5 1975 7, 
120" - 720 X 96.0 745 x 965 19.75 9 

DOUBLE MIRROR UNIT 

1.1 72" - 43.25 X 57.63 4575 X 60.13 22.25 3' 

64" - 50.5 X 67.25 53.0 X 69.75 2225 4' 

100" - 60.0 X 60.0 625 x 62.5 22.25 s· 
120" - 720 X 96.0 74.5 x 96.5 22.25 

<. 

1.5 72" - 4325 X 57.63 4575 X 60.13 22.25 4 

64" - 50.5 X 67.25 53.0 X 69.75 22.25 " 
100" - 60.0 X 60.0 62.5 x 62.5 22.25 6' 

120" - 72.0 X 96.0 745 x 96.5 22.25 
f· 

CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE. ASK YOUR UNI-SCREEN DEALER' 

, 
uni-screen" inc. 
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PEDESTALS 

i'ril,ll' ~kp-f"ut Jla/H'I~ with Fi/w Fissun·d sud'act>, 

1;1\ t,,..,d ('ut~ I,II'/HI with /W/TOW '/j/' ~,.id, 

, I'LI>E~T\L~ I: ~tt'p-('ut dctailin~ only at pant'l 

, I'LI>E~T\L~ II: /W/TOW I,,"o}lo/"tio/wd 12" x ~.l" 

II Idld.'~ 

I'I:J)E~T\LS IV: t'l .. ~ant l~" x l~" tile look 

I'FI)E~T\LS 1\: small.,/" 8" :x H" modulI's 

, I'EI)EST,\LS IUXSI():\S Two/~·+: Panels ~' x 2' 

1';1111'11'1 look on 2' :x ~' pan.-.is 

, I'FDEST\LS ILlXSI()~S FotldlH: ~R" x 6" linear 

_\'11'1'1 

, I'EIJEST,\LS IUXSIONS Ei~ht/l~: 

look on ~' x ~' pa/wls 

Regular _ _ __ 
lIem NRC STC 

;.le Edge' No, Range Range 

'ED :STALS 

~D£'sTAlS I Panels 

,2' x I." ILT 3670 (2) 40-44 

~IIfSTlLS /I Panels 

r2'xW' ILT 3672 (2) 40-44 

~DESIAlS IV Panels 

r 2' I ~ .. ILT 3674 (2) 40-44 

'lESTli . iX Panels 

'2'x! ILT 3679 (2) 40-44 

"IESTlLS ILLUSIOIIS Two124 Plnels 

/' xK" ILT 4670 (2) 40-44 

'JESTIlS IUUSIOIIS Four/48 Panels -'1', K" ILT 4672 (2) 40-44 

~s ILLUSIONS Elght/12 Panels 

,r, ILT 4674 (2) 40-44 

.r er le draWIngs. see page 40 
'anOJrd NRC range is ,25-35. NRC .55-65 available on request. 
'1 sales representative lor avallabrlJty 01 spetlfiC colors, 

Il 

Il 
.JSIOHr Two(24 

-

12" x 12" tilt' 

- --- - -

FIRECOOE 

Item NRC STC 
No. Range Range 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

N/A 

I,II,IV,IX 

TWO/24 

FOUR/48 

EIGHT/12 

PEDESTALS I 

Colors-White, Manila, 

Silvertone, Parchment, Taupe, 

Mist' 

PEDESTAlS 1/ 

Colors-White. Manila, 

Silvertone. Parchment. Taupe. 

Mist' 

PEDESTALS I V 

Colors-White, Manila, 

Silvertone. Parchment, Taupe, 

Mist' 

PEDESTALS IX 

COlors-White, Mantia. 

Silvertone. Parchment. Taupe. 

Mlsl! 

Recommended Suspensions 
Interline Tapered (ILT) Edge 
, CENTRICITEE 

• MERIDIAN 

09500/USG 

BuyLrne 3591 



THE DESIGNER CEILING SERIES 

Fa(,t'-('ut palwl~ that updatt' any room. Dt'~if.'1wd 

fOJ' U~t' wlwl't, a ~('ort'd. g:t'omt'tri(' (,t'i1ing: i~ 

dt'~il't'd. IH:~IC,\EH S()l \HE~ {'ome in ont' slll-fa('e 

pattt'l·n. 'atural Fi~~un'd II. with standard l}j,," 

and %," face I'outings. PRI~.\l~ are ayailablt, with 

Omni Fissul, .. d surfac(, pattern. 

• J)E~IC,\EH SVl\RES I: thirty-six 3" x 3" squares 

• DESIC'\EH SVL\HES II: six :f' x 24" lineal' bars 

• DESIC'\ER SVl\RES III: twenty-fin' 4" x 4" 

~qual't's 

• DESIC'\EH SVl'\RES IY: t'lt'Yen }" X 24" linear 

bars 

• PHIS\IS: faceted panels 

Regular FIRECOOE 

Item NRC STC Item NRC STC 
Size Edge' Pattern No. Range Range No. Range Range 

DESIGNER SQUARES 

Panels 

Shadowline. Natural 56853 .55-.65 35-39 5662 .55-.65 35-39 
2· x 2' x Yo'. ')it routing Fissured II 

Fmellne, Natural 56953 .55-65 35-39 5663 .55-.65 35-39 
j/t routing Fissured II 

Shadowllne. Natural 56851 .50-.60 40-44 5664 50-.60 40-44 
2· x 2' x Yo" ')I," routing Fissured II 

Fmelme, Natural 56951 .50-.60 40-44 5665 .50-.60 40-44 
" ... routing Fissured II 

Shadowline, Natural 56854 .55-.65 35-39 5666 55-.65 40-44 
I" %" routing Fissured II 

Fmelme. Natural 56954 .55-.65 35-39 5667 55-.65 40-44 
"," routing Fissured II 

Shadowllne. Natural 56855 .50-.60 40-44 5668 50·.60 35-39 
~. %" routing Fissured II 

Fmeline, Natural 56955 .50-.60 40-44 5669 .50-60 35-39 
!<t routing Fissured II 

MS 

Prisms Omni 3991 .50-.60 40-44 N/A 
Fissured 

Ige drawmgs, see page 40. 

il I
'. )OE DESIGNER SauARES panels measure 2' x 2' x If' 

DESIGNER SQUARES 

PRISMS 

DESIGNER SQUARES I 

Colors-White. Manila. 

Silvertone, Parchment. Taupe, 

Mist 

DESIGNER SQUARES II 

Colors-White, Manila, 

Silvertone, Parchment. Taupe, 

Mist 

DESIGNER SQUARES III 

Colors-White. Manila, 

Silvertone, Parchment. Taupe, 

Mist 

DESIGNER SQUARES IV 

Colors-White. Manila, 

Silvertone. Parchment, Taupe, 

Mist 

PRISMS 

Co/cIs-White, Manila, 

Silvertone, Parchment, Taupe, 

Mist 

Recommended Suspensions 
Shadowline Edge 'Y.," Routing 

• DX, DXL 
Fineline Edge)\(' Routing 

• CENTRICITEE 

• MERIDIAN 
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